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The Evening Citizen, in Advance, $5 per year.
Delivered by Carrier, 60 cents per month.
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CAUSES TALK
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Four Were Killed and Two Discrimination in Rates Is
f
General Ground of
2. More Wounded. Only
Complaint.
Two Being Robbers.
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Ot Noted Terrorist From Si

beriaConscripts Sing
Revolutionary Songs.
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Former Tammany Leader
Praises Democrat Refusal
to Follow Hearst.
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LABOR

SHOT

ASSAYER FATALLY

EMPLOY

HANjyiS

NotorlousXSwindler Long Wanted by Police and Postal Authorities Has Been Captured.
Wash., Nov.

Four men

1.

.if, Spokane,
a
i o iw result of a battle sres- ",';terday afternoon near Kennewlck,
u'..h utwnon of fleers and a band
5
of five or al men who had rplibeit
Ttwo stores In KennewicK. ine aeaa
: are:
Marshal Mike Glover; Jacob
oT.nnTipt ' Jn Holzer. deDUtv:
Frank Perry, member of the poBse.

Shertrr MciNen was siiguuy wuuhucti.
One robber, a young man who gave
tho noma rf Unhert I jivton. later paid
that his name was Ernest Barker of
of Florence, Colo. It is reported that
he is a pugilist 'known in Seattle as
"Kid" Barker, but this lias not teeu
verified.
EMPLOYE WITH
STEALING ORE AND DIED
Goldfield,
Nev. Nov. 1. Sherman
Parker, assayer of this city, was shot
and probably fatally wounded In his
assay office yesterday afternoon - by
It is
n employe named .T.ni Smith.
that I'arker accused
understood
Smith of stealing high grade ore from
the store. Parker is still alive but his
recovery In very doubtful. Parker was
prominent in Western Federation circles during the trouble at Cripple
Creek two years ago.
HE CHARGED

STOLE THREE MILLIONS IN
SMALL SUMS GENERALLY
Chicago, Nov.' 1. Chas. Whitney
Norton, said by the police and postal
authorities to be responsible for extensive swindling operations, Is under
arrest here. It is claimed that Norton rtnfrauced the people all over the
United States out of bonds and securities amounting to $3,t,.j,niMf. . It Is
asserted that Norton would "obtain
.stock of any persons who would trust
hlra, and agree to sell u. He never
made return of money or stock. The
postal authorities tad been searching
for hlin elnce January, 1905.

TROUBLES

SEEM

RANCE

TO BE Oil INCREASE

TIVE MANY

In Brick Line AiaO.
Sharon, pa., Nov. 1. With the ex
ception ot the Harbinson-WalkRe
fractoiif Co., all the brick making
firms in the country have agreed to
a consolidation. 'i he Harblnson-Wa- l
ker Co.. is a corporation with a capi
tal of $JS.i;uu.Mihi and a capacity of
1,000,000 bricks dally. The contem
plated nvcrger will have a capital or
--'d,000,000 and a dally capacity
of 2
WO.OOO
bricks. Options on .all the
plants co be consolidated have been
obtained and expire today. While
ihere are some objections to the valuations upon these plants it is almost
certain
Uiat the merger project will
- put m
rough sueecssfully.
In Minnesota Telegraph Lines
.Minneapolis, Minn.,
1.
Nov.
The
deal whereby the American District
company or Minneapolis became ab
horuou in me West Union and Na
tional insirict Telegraph
company
came into farce today.
J.
C. Haynes. president of the local company since its organization 22 years
ago, w as in no way connected with the
merger. He disposed of all his old
stock in the old coinpauy to the New
Jersey corporation and will not in anv
way be connected with the new man
agement. A. T. Williams, the general
manager of the local company will be
mauager of the merger company from
today.
er

NEW TARIFF SCHEDULE

BECOMES .OPERATIVE TODAY
Washington, Nov. 1. The new tariff schedule formed by Ecuador
become operative today. The
.schedule provides for a complete reclassification and makes reductions ef
some clashes of goods sent from the
United Slates to that country but
makes co marked alterations on the
chief exports trom this country to
Ecuador. A reduction of about one
cent a pound is made on manufactured steel, iron, brass, copper and tin.
Flour ami lard are the chief exports
from thii country to Ecuador and on
'he.e products there is no change of
duty, a curious feature In the new
tariff act i that it permits cabinet
niembm, to tnjoy exemption from
luty on g'.nN ihey imiMdi for their
cently
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CROKERS TRUE STATEKEHT

Two German bhlps Collide and Attorney General Moody Confjra-tTwenty Three Men of One
ulated President on Enforcing
Law.
Crew Are Drowned.

Washington. 1). C, Nov. 1. Complaints were filed today with the In
terstate Commerce Commission by
the Howard Mills company of "Wlchl?
ta, Kansas, against the Missouri Pa
cine. Santa Fe. Rock Island, Burling
ton. Rio Grande, Southern and Union
Pacific railroads, for maintaining
differentials against flour and In
favor of wheat shipped from Wichita
to Pacific coast terminals and points
In Arizona.
A complaint was also filed by the
Farmers, Merchants & Shippers cluo
of Kansas egalnst the Santa Fe and
numerous other railroads, that extortionate rates arte charged from Kan- pas points to Galveston and more fav
orable rates are given points further
north in other states.

SV Petersburg, Nov. 1. Gcorschun- New York, Nov. 1. The principal
in, 'one of the most famous terrorists, topic of conversation in political. eir- -

un-lu-

Anti-Tru-

S. P. Clerk Strike

and head of the fighting organization
during the Sipiaguine and Pleve regimes, has escaped from Siberia, oou- ceaied in a water casK. uig disap
pearance is a serious menace to the
personages whose lives the terrorists
are now seeking as he Is a skilled or
ganizer, and one of the most remarka
ble men tho revolution has produced.
He was condemned to perpetual In
prlsonment for complicity In the as
sassination of Minister of the Interior
Sipiaguine and an attempt on the life
of M. ropednonstseff, late procurator
general of the Holy Synod.

st

Oklahoma Does Same,
A ?t
Wnshine'tnn 11 C... K'nv f
railroads operating in Oklahoma have
tieen made defendants in a complaint
filed with the Interstate Commerce
Commission today, 1y the territory
thmiirrh tin nllfirnpv Eronernl W. O.i
Cromwell, the charge being extortion
ate rates charged on wheat shipments
to i.aivesion.
RAILROADS HAVING THEIR
LABOR TROUBLES AGAIN
Ntw York, Nov. 1. Officials of the
New York Central, the Jersey Central and the Lackawanna, three railroads which received demands from
their trainmen for wage Increase or
readjustment of hours or both, were
cautioned yesterday about discussing
the situation. It is learned, however,
that the expectations of, the men that
their. demands would be met half way
or in a spirit of compromise have not
yet been realized. It Is expected that
there will be many conferences before
any agreement will be reached.

Conscripts Sing Revolution Songs.
Saratov, Nov. 1. Six hundred con
scripts, who were summoned for ser
vice, appeared at headquarters today
singing revolutionary songs and de
fied their officers. Many ot the men
were arrested.
SUFFERS STORM
AND DESTRUCTIVE TIDES
1. A violent storm has
Nov.
Paris,

FRANCE

A BOOM THAT HAS SUDDENLY REFUSED TO FLOAT

ANOTHER CAMPAIGN

RALLY MEETINGS

swept over the south of France, ac
companied by heavy falls of Bnow and
a tidal wave at Toulon, which wrecK
ed many small vessels and prevented
from
Admiral Touchard's squadron
coaling. The quays were flooded
Rice suffered most severe:), the fa
mous promlnade Des Anglais and the
neighboring streets being under a foot
of water. Shops were so badly flooded
that the contents ot some were totally
destroyed. The damage done will
amount to an enormous sum.
Damaae Done Shipping.

Saint Raphael. France.
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Albuquerque, N. M., Nov, 1.
To the People of Bernalillo coun

ty:

Pennsylvania Declares Dividend.
Philadelphia, Nov. 1. The directors
of the Pennsylvania railroad today declared a
dividend of 3V4
per cent. This Is an Increase of a half
of one per cent.
The dividend declared is the highest
in twenty-fivyears. In 1881 the company declared a dividend of 8 per
cent and since that time has averaged
from 5Yi to 6i annually.
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Now, reader, do you know that the
foregoing quotation la a lie? A mean,
measley, contemptible, devilish He?
A lie devised and designed to deceive
those who may not have read the article in The Citizen? Well, It was,
and here is the proof of it.
In that article the attorney general
was neither quoted nor misquoted.
On the contrary, the attorney general's opinion was given in full on another page and word for word as he
wrote it. In that article there was no
assertion, intimation or insinuation,
by word or inference, either on the
opinion of the attorney general or on
the opinion of The Citizen, "that challengers at the coming election will
have the right to inspect your ballot
before it is cast."
The Citizen writer, who penned the
article on which the morning paper
based its three glaring falsehoods, is
neither a fool nor an ignoramus,
whatever may be the Justihud opinion
concerning the assailant of The Citizen. He knows and so does every one
of The Citizen's intelligent clientage
that neither challengers nor Judges,
nor any other man alive, has the
right to "Inspect" a voter's ballot before it is cast. But what did The Citizen say? Here It is:
"The Citizen prints elsewhere the
opinion of the attorney general as to
the right of the representatives of
joint statehood and the republican
ticket to have challengers at the polls'
wiu-r(in which place) they can see
the ballots that are cast and see that
the count Is made,"
The Citizen appeuls to all
honest people whether
It
was possible for even a fool to misrepresent this statement as the morniug paper did? Could it have been
done other than by a knave? The
contention was as to whether the
challenger should be without the
ropes or within the circle where he
could vee the ballots that were cast
and see that the same ballot cast
and not another fumbld
by the
judges, was placed in the box to be
counted. Does "seeing" the ballot
mean inspecting the names on the
ballot? If it was not for the purpose
of "seeing" the ballot and following
it with his eye from tin- hand of the
voter into the ballot box, to know
that no substitution of one ballot for
another had been made, for what else
was the challenger within the sacred
precincts occupied by the election
board, and from which the public is
excluded, but where the attorney general said challengers had a right to
be?
The infamous misrepresentations of
the morning prevaricator are enough
to sicken every honest man.

Ordinarily we would pay no at- - 7
tentlon to publications
in the
'
Journal, but when deliberate lies
are published, accusing the un "a"
' dersigned with bribing
or at- tempting to bribe Judges of elec- tion, we cannot refrain from pub- licly denying such malicious false '
hoods, and we do hereby state
that every word published in the '
Journal of November 1st, that we
to
have bribed or attempted
Dropped Mexican Central Negotiations
bribe any Judge of election Is a
New York,
Nov. 1. Negotiations
lie manufactured out of whole 7
between the Mexican government and
cloth, and we further believe that
the Pierce syndicate of St. Louis for
the journal knew when it pub- control of the Mexican Central rail'
llshed such rot, mat there was
way has been abandoned. It is said
not a semblance of truth in such
that the terms fixed by the controllstatement, and that the same was
ing Interest were not acceptable to
published for the purpose of in- Minister of Finance, Llmantour, who
tentlonally and maliciously injur- represented the Mexican government.
ing the undersigned and the re
publican ticket and we do not
Hurley and Ripley Coming Here.
Topeka, Kas., Nov. 1. J. E. Hurley, 4 believe that there is any Judge
of election that would perjue f
general manager, General Passenger
himself by making any such
Agent Connell and General Freight
statement.
Agent Koontz, left at noon today for
FRANK A. HUBBELL.
Newton, where they will Join Presldet
nipley and Vice President Kendrick
and Nicholson in a tour of the Santa
The morning papur says that both
Fe west to Albuquerque and south to
El Paso.
F. A. Hubbell and T. S. Hubbell have
gone personally to election Judges in
Fared Reduced East of Illinois.
New York, Nov. 1. The Central the county precincts and offered them
Passenger association today reduced bribes of money In large amounts to
fares to 2Va cents per mile In all its work for the republican ticket - m
territory east of Illinois in which the election day. It claims that affidavstate legislatures have not already
made the maximum rate of two cents. its have been prepared setting forth
This will reduce the local rates only these assertions.
That this statement is made by the
In Indiana and In Pennsylvania, west
of Pittsburg, as Michigan and Ohio morning paper Is proof presumptive
have
laws. The new laws how- that it is lacking iu every element of
ever, involve a lowering of all the In- truth; for the morning paper is so
terstate passenger rates north of the notorious a liar that any unsupportOhio river and west of Syracuse, N. ed statement it may make is discredY.
Reductions in fares will com- ited by the fact that the morniug pamence on the Lackawanna, Erie, Le- per is the author of It. That paper
high Valley, Baltimore & Ohio and talks of affidavits. Had it' any such,
Chesapeake & Ohio, the New Haven It would produce them. It lias not
and in all the principal lines in the done so, and The Citizen ventures the
prediction that it will not do so.
eastern states, at the same time.
Hence, the assertion stands upon the
unsupported statement of the morning paper, and any fair minded man
SCULLY
will regard It as but one more of the
Innumerable campaign lies in the
manufacture of which that paper has
HIS TWO GIRLS
bhown u vast deal of Industry and a
total absence of honesty.
The fact is, and The Citizen says it
Washington, Nov. 1. The will of with regret, during this whole camWilliam Scully, otherwise known as paign, there has been no falsehood so
Ijord Scully, said to be the largest absurd, so completely contradicted by
real estate owner in America, was facts or figures, so Idiotic in Its Imso monstrous
filed for probate today. All bis lands probability,
in
its
are devised absolutely to his wife, E. groundlessness, but the morning paAgeiia Scully. He totally disinherits per has been found ready to roll 11
his three daughters by his first wife, under its tongue as a sweet morsel NEW YORK
CITY IS A
giving no explanation except the and then to bespatter
with It tne
GREAT Y. M. C. A. CENTER
statement: "I rtn ihi. ,.- - ,,..,.....i.,.,i. name or character of some individual,
ant reasons, which I forlar to par- - some transaction, some event, some
New York Nov. 1. Greater New
York is the greatest V. M. C. A. cen- effort or some principle.
viLiuoiict; litre.
If Kw mnro than
n
ter in the
Examples are endless, but The
GOOD CIVIL SERVICE JOB
will call attention to a very re- forty organizations and 20,000 memOPEN IN
cent one. In the issue of this morn- bers; It hast 4ini secretaries and em- Philadelphia. Vmi PHILADELPHIA
i
Tk
.i..n
ing, the statement is made that The ployes, and 2 800 of its members are
'
..
l
service commission
,i,il... ........
Citizen "in a placard on its first page office holders and commltteemeen.
f..atllinatlon here ImtivJ
- iv...
i.. on Tuesday afternoon, misquoted A- Its largest building,il.lMju.OOO.
IHC
the Thirty-thir- d
of chief of the water bureau I'lTBlllUU
worth ttorney General W. C. Held of New .street branch, cost
and has
I'l.OOO a year, also for a superintendMexico, making the attorney general 3,t;iMi members.
Branch associations
ent of the house of correction worth say
of
challengers
are
parts
the
the
city
at
a!l
in
located
in
that
and
a year wita house and livln si coming effect
election w ill have the rixlit to are extending into the Bronx an-- l cut
expenses.
ii U cast." into lb parks of HrooU.wi.
inspect your ballot I f
semi-annu-

Cincinnati, O.,' Nov. 1. Tha terms
for leasing the Cincinnati, Covington
i; Newport Light & Traction Co.
r.ave been practically agreed upon and
That property probably will soon pass
into the control of the Columbian
holding company, a corporation form
t d under the laws of West Virginia.
1'hfs company, which will have a
capital of $75,On0,OOO will also pur
chase control of the Union Gas &
Electric company of Cincinnati, the
o Cleveland gas and electric properties, and own outright manv thous
:inds of acres of oil and natural gas
liearing lands in West Virginia. The
aggregate capitalization of the sub- Mdary companies will amount to be
tween tiS'UHW'.mKi and $175,ono,(no.

STORM

CABLEGRAM PROVES TO BE

President. Two Vice Presidents,
General Manager and Two General Agents Coming Here.

San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 1. Railclerks on the Southern Pacific
railroad walked out today. The strike
AC- -. of clerks now extends from Houston
to El Paso.
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Prominent Speakers Will Ap
pear at the Court House
This Evening.
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Prof. J. C. Carrera, a dlstin
guished Spanish orator of the
Mesilla valley, and Hon. R. E.
Kly of Demlug will address the 4'
voters of Old Albuquerque at the
court house, tonight, on the sub- ject of statehood.
lion. Nestor Montoya, Hon
Modesto C. Ortiz end other can- didutes on the regular renubll- can ticket will also address the' If
meeting on county affairs, and
will tell some interesting facts 7
about the candidates on the al- - a
leged "reform" ticket.
The First Regiment band will
renderci the music for the rati- - a
flcation meeting this evening, a
ladles and everybody else are a
a
invited to attend,
a
a
Open Air Meeting Saturday.
Saturday evening, Nov, 3, at 8 a
repub- - a
o'clock, a grand open-ai- r
lican ratification meeting will be a
held in this city at the corner a
of Railroad avenue and Second a
street, and everybody in the city a
and county, who desire to hear "t
Hie republican side of the pres f
cut heated campaign, arc invited a
to come out and hear tht speak- - a
a
ars.
This meeting will be addressed a
by well known territorial
and a
bical politicians and candidates 4
iu the republican party, and they a
will appeal to the people to sup- - a
port and vuUi. for joint state- - a
liood. Delegate Andrews and the a
candidates on the republican '
a
count v ticket.
a a

ROCK ISLAND WILL BUILD
INTO OLD MEXICO SOON
New York, Nov. 1. The Rock Isl-

-

.
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ONE GERMAN

fair-minde- d,

Cil-ze-

The
storm, which swept over the south of
France today, destroyed Jettls here
and carried away a bridge, the waves
breaking 150 yards. Inland. --Three
small steamers and many fishing ves
sels were wrecked but no Uvea were
lost.
Nov. 1.

j

i
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SHIP
DESTROYS ANOTHER AND CREW
Ostend, Belgium. Nov. 1. The vessel which collided with the German
steamer Herman in the channel October 28, sinking the Herman end
drowning twenty-thre- e
of her crew
was the German ship Peter Rlckmors,
which arrived at Flushing today dam
aged and leaking.
PRINTERS AND OTHERS
IN METHODIST EMPLOY
New York, Nov. 1 Nearly 1500
printers and others employed by the
Methodist Book Concern In New York
and Cincinnati will work on a tight
hour basis, commencing today.
' Prize Given For Excellence.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Nov. 1. The
Story and Clark Piano company of
Grand Haven today announced a novel
award system for their employes,
They have set aside $2,000 In cash
prizes wnich will be awarded men in
the different departments in their
works on November 1, 1907. The de
portment of the men, their arrival at
the shop morning and noon and their
work will all be averaged up and at
the end of the year, the prizes will be
awarded. The first prizes in the allferent departments are in most cases
$lu0 and a second prize of Z0 is
and
awarded. The superintendent
foremen are not included in the con
test and only working men will com
pete.

st

cles today was the cablegram from
Richard Crofcer, former leader ot
Tanunany hall, given out by Bta

of Brooklyn, yesterday. Charles V
Murnhr.' present leader Pf Tammany
hall, said today he has doubts of tb
genuineness
of the cablegram in f
which Croker commended McCarren'a
course as manly.
"It Is entirely contrary to the teach
Ings of Croker. As leade rot Tammany hall Croker taught me regularity and always preached it. Tam
many hall went to the convention as
followers.. The people upstate want
ed Hearst and we fell In line. Now
that Hearst Is nominated we are sup
porting him loyally. Ho is the regular
nominee of the party and as audi
Bhould be supported by the party."
croker confirm i it.
London, Nov.,1. In reply to a cablegram from the Associated Press
asking Richard Croker if he sent tho
"Congratufollowing to McCarren:
late you on manly Btand you have
taken, win or lose," Croker sent a
reply that the cablegram was correct.
ATTORNEY GENERAL MOODY
IS AGAINST THE TRUSTS
Boston. Nov. 1. In political crcles .
at republican rallies at Beverly and V
Salem last night Attorney General
William H. Moody said he was investigating the "great an dpowerful coal
and oil combinations," and if her
found evidence ot illegal' combination he would proceed Swlihout regard
to personal or political consequences.
He said:
"A few weeks ago Bryan said' that
the trusts are the paramount issue. 1
am not quite sure he Is not right.
He expressly congratulated President
nw80ve:t on the stco he had taken
tn enforcement
of . anti-trulaw.
Havemeyer," he continued, "says the
tariff is the mother of trusts. It is not
the tariff that is the mother or trusts.
It is the railroad rebate that is the
mother of trusts and of their cotlat-er- a
lrelatives."
,

st

Immensa Potato Crop.
New York, Nov. 1. According to,
the American agriculturists final report the 1906 crop of potatoes is estimated at 277,000 bushels compared
with 253,000,000 in 1905 and 289,000,-00- 0
in 1904. All through the country
the crop made rather uneven development, end while conditions were far
from favorable in the great central
and northwestern states during much
of the period of growth,. September
brought better things, and frosts held
off until nearly the middle of October
so that the crop was practically mature everywhere before a destructive
visitation was experienced. What la
known as the distinctively commercial
potato belt shows up with a larger
crop than a year ago. The states
which are grouped by the American
Agrlculturest undr the general terras
of the northwest, the middle northwestern states and New England have
an estimated total ot 162.000.000 bushels compared with 139,000,000 bushels
for this group of states in 1905. The
aggregate for all other states does not
differ materially from that of last seaMichigan and Wisconsin have
son.
Rood crops. New York shows one of
the largest totals in years and Maine
is harvesting an increased crop from
an acreage of 15 per cent greater than
1905.

TO TAKE CHARGE OF
ROADS IN PHILIPPINES
San Francisco, Nov. 1. W. P. Po

land, formerly an official ot the Alas
ka Central railway, will sail from
here for Manila in a day or two to
take charge of the new roads about
to be constructed In tho Philippine
Islands of Panay, Nevos and Cebu
Mr. PolAnd has been appointed vice
president and chief engineer of the
roads. The company is going to push
operations and already a very large
amount of material has been ordered.
Eight thousand tons of rails are now
on the way to the islands by the way
of the Suez canal. The entire cost
of the Philippine system will approximate $30,000,000.

and & San Francisco has definitely UTES SEEM TO BE SPLIT
decided to build across Mexclo to Macallan from some point in Texas.
James Campbell of St. Ijouls and a
NIO TWO BODIES
number of other leading stockholders
have just returned from a visit to the
district, and, acting on their report,
work will ba Immediately commenced.
Sheridan, Wyo., Nov. 1. The L'tes
K. H. Ilarriman is now building the
split Into two bands.
Southern Pacific down the Mexican evidently have
Telephone reports say one band is on
coast to Mazatlan.
Bear creek, twenty miles southeast of
Hlrny, Mont., and the other Is camped
BELMONT
HUNTS
AUGUST
along Hanging Women creek iu PowON NORTHERN PRESERVES
der valley. Two officers and sixteen
Frederickton, N. B., Nov. 1. After troopers arrived from Blrny today.
completing arrangements for his hunt- They report that the main column
ing trip on his preserves In the north, from Fort Keogh is at Ashland and
August Belmont of New York, accom- has Been no Cheyennes. Col. Augur
panied by his son, a valet, servant and broke camp at Shrleves' ranch, forty
several experienced guides, left here miles north of Sheridan, today. It 1
for Ainqiil, from whence he will strike expected that he will reach Hlrny
into the. interior. It will take him early this afternoon. Captain Wilprobably two anil a half days to get liams and his signal corps left Sheriinto the moose hunting couutry, dan today for Hiruy. taking wire to
whence )h Intends to rough it in the connect the field forces with the telopen
ephone faun liirney to Sheridan.

SELECTS BAD MODEL
San Francisco, Calif.; Nov. 1. A
mass meeting of city employes and
friends, numbering about 30,000, was
held last night to effect an organisa- tion to support the city administration. Speeches were made by A. B.
Ruef and others, denouncing the
newspapers and prominent citlxens
engaged in uncovering alleged municipal corruption.
The speakers
claimed that the attacks on the city
administration were inspired by the
Citizens' Alliance. The permanent organization, when it is effected, is to
be known as the Municipal league of
San Francisco, and it is patterned
after Tammany hall. New York.
INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION
IN NEW ZEALAND
Chrlstchurch,
Nov. 1. The New
Zealand International exposition was
opened here today by Hon. W. Pember
Reeves, High commissioner of the colony. There was a large and representative gathering of agriculturists
from all parts of the world at the exposition when Mr. Reeves declared it
open. The object of the exposition,
which will remain open until April,
is to demonstrate to the world the resources and possibilities of New Zealand and its vast mineral deposits.
The agricultural exhibits were large.
America being well represented. The
Canadian government had a special
building devoted to the natural and
manufactured products of Canada.

.
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ease, and then moved to Roswell.
That was late
brlnRlnK his family.
in Decemlxr, 1 !', and since that
hoy have resided In Roswoll contin
rklld) Dally tii Weekly by
uously. Mr. Bird had entirely recovThe Citizen Publishing Company ered from tuberculosis rome years
ago.
When he first came here he'
at Paatoffle for tranamlanlon throusa tlx went on a farm, hut later came to
Mik a eond claw matter.
town and opened fin office as nn acHe was bookkeeper and
countant.
collector for several large business
concerns, and about throo years ago
U N O NT
fTLA BT
was appointed clerk of the, distrirt
court. He filled this office with ability and was an obliging and courteOfficial Paper of Bernalillo County ous officer.
and City of Albuquerque.
Besides his wife. Mr. Uird leaves
three sons, Paul, Russell and Carl.
AaxckM frm Afternoon Dltpttchn.
He also leaves an aped mother, who
larprt City Mid County Clrctilatloa,
lately visited him here und who is
Tat Larmt New Mexico Circulation.
at Springfield, ill. She has been
llrtvtt Norllieni AHmnt Circulation. now
telegraphed and if she is able to c ime
the funeral will not be held until
of people needing medicine, by
TERRITORIAL
REPUBLICAN TICKET after her arrival.
keeping a neat, clean,
Mr. Bird was a Mason, high in the
drug store.
order, beinit a Knliiht Templar and a
Shriner. He was also a member of
We hold their patronage
the Woodmen. He was a pond citizen
and popular among his fellows.
By supplying them promptly, acWhen young ho was active in church
curately, and at a fair price,
work, having been superintendent of
with the best of everything in
the Bible school at Mechantcslmrg.
our line.
III., and at the time of his death was
a member in good standing of the
Christian church. His death was a
severe shock to his family, for his
wife Is just recovering from the effects of a surgical operation, and Is
prostrated with grief. They have the
For Delegate to Congress
sincere sympathy of nearly every citWILLIAM H. ANDREWS, izen of Roswell.
of Bernalillo County.
Railroad Avenue and Broadway
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take I.AXATIVE BROMO Quinine
COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
It fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
For Council
signature Is on each box. 25c.
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
WILLIAM B. CHILDERS.

THE EVENING CITIZEN

The Attention

Highland

Pharmacy

o

Railway Mail Clerks Wanted.
GEORGE A. KA8EMAN
There are twenty-eigvacancies In
MODEI.TO C. ORTIZ
the postal service for the position of
railway mail clerk in various parts of
the country according to a statement
For County Commissioners
made by the United States civil serSEVERO 8ANCHEZ
vice commission. The examinations
J. B. MAYO
to secure ellglbles for these situations
which were to have been held on NoFor Probate Judge
vember 14 have been postponed until
ISIDRO SANDOVAL
November 28. The entrance salary
for the position of railway mall clerk
For Probate Clerk
Is $800 per year. As the civil service
NESTOR MONTOYA.
commission has experienced difficulty
in securing sufficient ellglbles to meet
For Sheriff
the demands of five postal service all
THOMAS S. HUBBELL
qualified persons are urged to enter
this examination. Prospective appliFor Assessor
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
cants desirious of obtaining further In.
formation can obtain it by writing to
Collector the secretary of t lie local board or to
For Treasurer and
the headquarters of the civil service
C. ED. NEWCOMER
commission at Washington. The specific vacancies Jiow existing are as
For County School Superintendent
follows: Arizona, 2: Florida, 7; Idaho,
J. A. MILLER
3;" Indian Territory, 1; Nevada, 2;
New Mexico, 2: North
For Surveyor
Dakota, 2;
Utah, t;; Wyoming. 3.
DON J. RANKIN
For Representative!

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

ht

For Constitutional Convention
Delegates
' H. F. RAYNOLDS
M. E. HICKEY
T. N. WILKERSON
T. C. GUTIERREZ
E. W. DOBSON

A Badly

PARTICULARS OF

Burned Girl
or boy, man or woman, is quickly
out of pain if Hucklen's Arnica Salve
Is applied promptly.
G. J. Welch of
Tekonsha. Mich., says: "1 uso It in
family
for cuts, sores and all
niy
skin Injuries, and find it pjrfect."
Qnikest plln cure known. Best healing salve made. 25c at all druggists.

Painless Extracting
ALL

WORK

$0

$1.50 up
50c

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

$8
GUAR-

COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
B. F.

ROOM 12,

Wounds, Bruises ana Burns.
By applying an antiseptic dressing
to wounds, bruises, burns and like Injuries before inflammation sets In,
they may be healed without maturation and lu about
the time
required by the old treatment. This
Is the greatest dtsenvery and triumph
surgery.
of modern
Chamberlain's
Pain Bn in acts on Mils same principle. It is an antiseptic and when ap-- i
piled to such injuries, causes them to
heal very quickly. It also allays the
pain and soreness and prevents any
danger of blood poisoning. Keep a
bottle of Pain Balm in your home
land it will save you time and money,
not to mention the inconvenience and
suffering such Injuries entail. Tor
sale bv all dru'o'a.
one-thir-

j

CLEVELAND'S MAYOR

THE DEATH OF

IN MARRYING ROLE

BIRD

Koewell, but giving no facts. The
particulars of the death are here told
in an article clipped from the Roswell Record:
Carl M. Bird, clerk of the court of
the Fifth Judicial district, died very
addonly of apoplexy at an early
boar this morning. He wag In his
usual health Sunday, except that he
'was a little nervous from overwork,
the business of his office having Increased rapidly for the past few
mouths. Between 2 and 3 o'clock this
morning he arose and telling his wife
that he wag going out to take a walk
t quiet his nerves, went7 to his of-Al
fice on Third street. At o'clock
Wert Ruiz, the Mexican boy who acts
as janitor for the clerk's office and
Judge Pope's apartments in the same
suite, found Mr. Bird's body lying ou
a couch in Judge Pope's office. Deputy Wlalter Ray was called by the
Janitor, and he notified tUe relatives
and proper officials.
District Attorney J. M. Hervey held
aa Inquest at 9 o'clock in the court
chambers, Justice .1. A. Poage presiding, and A. Pruit, Charles lirowu.
llharles Whiteman, Claudu Hobbs.
Will Allen and W. R. Pilant acting
as jurors. Four witnesses were ex--- a
mined, Walter Ray, Alberto Ruiz,
Dr. R. L. Bradley and Dr. W. T. Joy-ner.

MONEY to LOAN

The first two told of the tin.iiug of
body. The two physicians stated
that every evidence about the body
Indicated that apoplexy was the cause
of death. The jury examined the remains to confirm this testimony, and
returned a verdict that death resulted from natural causes, apoplexy being the ailment, as shown by lite testimony of the doctors. After the Inquest the remain!! were removed to
the Dilley undertaking rooms to Ins
prepared for interment.
From relatives it is
that
although Mr. Bird Iwire up while on
among
duty and
his business associates, be had been suffering a great
He
deal of late with nervousness.
was not able to sleep this morning
and Btarted out for a walk to quiet
his nerves. it is supposed that he
raine to hU office and then realized
that he could not jut bark, aud t
In and laid down on tin couch in the
court chambers to rest.
years auo
Carl M. Bird was liorn
at Mechauiesburg, 111. llu was the
ton of a physician and druggist, aud
at a very yotiug age was given a certificate us a pharmacist and took
charge of his father's drug store soon
after be was licensed, his father having died October 3, ls&. Mr. Bird
was married to Miss Rosa A. Rhodes
at Mechank'iiljiirg. '1'hey if sided there
until Mr. Bird was attacked with tuberculosis. He went to Raton, N. M.,
aud spent six months, ami then, being
Improved, returned lo Illinois. He
ahowed signs of a return of the dis- -

the
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KENT Three-roohouse, with bath, close In. No. 108
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to women, carrying
them through their irost critical
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suffering
No woman who uses ''Mother's Friend" need fear the
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of
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mother and child, and leaves her in
and insures safety to
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to SDeedv recovery. The child is
a condition more
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also lieailiiy, strong
pood n attired. Our book
"Motherhood," is worth
to every
its weight in cold
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SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

Facilities.

lirant

BACON

BASHINSKY

&
ESTATE

REAL

AN3

LOANS

Steles

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital $150,000.00.

.

and

Solicit

OFFICERS AND DrRECTORS
8trlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, . est. Cashier; WB. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon l.una, A. M. BlackwelL Geo. Arnot, O. E. Croawell.

Solomon Luna,
.

a

President: W.

Auto Phone 678

205 West Gold

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.
Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

R. W. D. Bryan.

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
It. A. FROST

E. W. Dobso t.

ATTOnNEY AT LAW. Office,
block. Albuquerque. N. M.

Crom-we- ll

U. a. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Block.
two-stor-

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
.Director

F. RAYNOLDS

H.

DENTISTS.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railrcfcd avenue.
Office
hours, 9:00 a. m 10 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Appointments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.

NEW MEXICO

OrriCCRB AND DIRECTOR

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuauer- que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tljeras avenue.. Inquire
at Lommori & Mattenccl, 624 West
T IJeras
i
avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
per night. Also rooms for light
housekeeping.
Tho .Minneapolis
House, 521 South Second street
Albuquerque. N. M,

Depository for Atchison, Topcka

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

(3t

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

DR. R. L. HUST.
Office, 6 8, N. T. Armilo Blda.

CAPITAL, . . '
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

Tuberculosis treated with High- Current and
Electrical
Germicide. Trebtmentg given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m
Trained
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.

frequency

. . .

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Worid

A. BORDERS.

FOR SALE Gleckler's farm, the best
farm in Bernalillo county. Chas,
E. Oleckler.
FOR SALE All the furniture of
four-roohouse, nearly new, in
good condition. 2u9 North Arno.
FOR SALE New tent cover, 19x30
W. H. McMlllion, 211 West Gold
t OR SALE Elegant Knabe piano
tall 512 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Lots 3 and 4, block 20
Eastern addition: level, no water
courses, wind break to east. Inquire Ryan, expressman, or 323 N.
Broadway.
FOR
SALE Five room modern
frame house. all conveniences,
cheap. 1301 Fruit avenue.
FOR"SALE
"ATYsacrificeT If taken "at
once, a nine-roobrick
house; bath, cellar, cement walks.
Address P. O. Box 218 cltv.
FOTt
SALE Saddle, pony, second
hand buggy and saddle,
spring wagon. W. H. McMiilion, 211
t
Gold avenue.
ing
FOR SALE Best-payre;aurant
room
opposite,
and lunch
deKt,
cheap. Business can stand close investigation. 305 South First street.
FOR SALE Two or four very desir-abl- e
lots in the Grant tract. Cheap,
Easy terms or small monthly payments. Inquire or address M. M.,
Citizen office.
FOR SALE General
uiercUsndlse
business on the El Paso and Southwestern lu eastern New Mexico.
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine
unity for right party. Can explain good reason for selling. Locality healthiest in New Mexico.
inquiries to this paper.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis house
"ii five years terms. 44 rooms, all
furnished and in first class repair,
income $2oi per month; best paying property in Albuquerque; must
lie sold, parties going away. Call
or address C. D. Ward, the Minneapolis House, Albuquerque, N. M.
.FOR SALE Ranch." 5.U- R. Kelley
and sons having sold all their stock
ar now offering their fine stock
ranch for sale. It is tho best improved ranch in tho country. Has
two good wells, one of them has
windmill and surface tank. It is an
ideal sheep range. Postofflce, Datll,
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twen-imiles west of Dutil.
FOR SALE Thirty-acr- e
ranchiuar-te- r
of mile north government Indian school; two acres good bearing orchard with all kinds of fruit;
six acres cultivated ground and balance in alfalfa. Good seven-rooframe residence, baru and other
outbuildings. For further particulars inquire of R. D. Lusted, or editress post office box lf.S, city.
y

Commercial Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
,
F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
'hones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

PERSONAL.
GIRLS are the most
beautiful in the world. Get next,
lioys, and join our correspondence
club. Write us for particulars. The
Dixie club, P. O. box 150, Cbatta-iiooku- .
Tcnn.
II you haven't
the time to exercise
regularly, Doan's Reu'.ets will preThey Induce a
vent constipation.
in i tl . easy, healthful action
of the
AsU your
bowels without griping.
2.1c.
dniggist for theni
i

3

Citizen "Want ad does tho work.

We Want Your

Banking Business

DIRECTORS

O. N. Marron. Win. Farr. J. B. Herndon. L A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. H. t,&rns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

J. R. Farwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
NOTARY

PUBLIC.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
Gold avenue.
Mrs. BamDinl. at ner parlors, No.
209 West Railroad avenue. Is
prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tre--t corns,

Wholesale Grocers

bunions and ingrowing nails. Shu
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be injurious.
She also orepares a hair tonic that
cures end prevents dandruff and hair
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
bair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure aud pimple cure and pile cure.
All of theje preparations are purely
vegetable compounds. Have just added a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
It is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
"OLD RELIABLE."

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.
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PAINT Covers more, looi.s best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDlNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

tn.tiun Tll
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UiOttg

weiBDrnoea,

UrMtclaki.

ia nn wrrtr
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Vf aprM. prepaid, for
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Price
60c $1.00
Free Trial.
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BALDRIDGE
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER

Bureat and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

AtII II 1I

AVENUE.

5oooo

Discovery

F0CiOUGHSand

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

5

Dr. King's

Nov

1873.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

CURE the LUNC8

WITH

ESTABLISHED

THE WHOLESALE

KILLthe COUCH
AND

Oeo0Cc

OevcOeCo)
L. S. PUTNEY

Sick Hesdahe Cured.
Sick headache is caused by derangement of the stomach and by Indigestion.
Stomach
Chamberlain's
and Liver Tablets correct these disorders and effect a cure. By taking
these tablets as soon as the first indication of tlie disease appears the
attaek may be warded off. Get a treo
sample and try them. For sale by all
druggists.

SOFTTll-flf-

A

4iteqQ5qiis

110 West Gold Ave.

y

God-sen-

ALLOWED

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

POR TERFIELD CO.

John street
nouse, furFOR RENT rour-roonished. Inquire at 234 North Walter street.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy,
rooms for housekeeping. 021
West Railroad avenue. Inquire at
rear.
cottage, fur
FOR RENT Four-roonlshed, at Lockhart ranch. Ten
minutes' walk from street car line.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
to a healthy party. Address 716
E. Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well furnished rooms, with modern improve
ments. Apply at store, 522 East
Marquette avenue, corner of north
Broadway.
FOR RENT N icely furnished rooms
with running water. Board at
reasonable prices. Casa de Oro,
U3 West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Hoases and store rooms.
Twelve room house with store room
W. H. McMlllion, 211 West Cold
avenue.
FOR RENT Several pleasant, newly
furnished rooms, with bath and
electric light. 519 North Second
street.
FOR RENT Residence To'J West
Gold avenue; 6 rooms and bath.
Gas and electric light.
Apply to
Mrs. Dr. John F. Pearce. 718 West
Railroad.
FOR KEiVl" Apartments
in Par
View terrace,
eight rooms each;
sitani heated, and all other modern
conveniences. H. II. Tilton, room ID,

Ad-cire-

itiuiiui

INTEREST

.

op-lo- rt

And many other painful and serious
ailments from which most mothers
suffer, can be avoided by the use of

NEW MEXICO

LOTS

W-s-

life.

....

Csplial and surplus. $100,000

tickets to and
ployment of all kinds secured Steamship parts
of tne world.
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
315 West Railroad Ave.
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
PRIVATE OFF1CE3.
Uentlenien'B second-han- d
WANTKU
Opin Evenings.
clothing No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Scnu address and
will call. It. J. Sweeney, proprietor,
TWO
WANTED A competent clerk, must
and
Spanish
English
and
speak
come well recommended. Correspond with Simon Neustadt, Los Close in on North Fifth, at a bargain
Lunas,
this week.
WANTED
To trade house and t w o
lots on South Second at., No. 724,
for property In Long Beach, Cal. Adhouse, close In, lowlands,
dress John Krlck, 431 East Second Also
for 2700.00.
Btreet, Long Beach, California.

two-seate-

fair play tin; word "obey" was omitted from the ceremony.
"It's unfair to ask a woman to
promise to obey her husband, "explained Mayor Tom, "ami the chances
are if she did promise she wouldn't
do It. Therefore, a woman ought not
to be forced to begin her married lil'o
with a fib upon her lips."
Preliminary to pronouncing the formal words making them man ami
wife the mayor delivered a little
speech on the happiness of married

ALBUQUERQUE

-

.

1

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

i

two-stor-

Cleveland, ()., Nov.
For the first
time In his caret r Mayor Tom L.
Johnson officiated at a wedding Wed
nesday, when the ceremony of unit
ing in marriage State Senator Thos.
Schmidt and Miss Ami .Mueller was
performed at I lie executive mansion.
The bride and groom are residents
of this city Hiid isith are great admirers of Mayor Tom. For ihat reason i hey Insisted upon his acting as
official splicer.
Because T tlx niaCr' desire for

BANK INSTITUTIONS

unemployed, living in city. Address
T., Citizen office.
cotton ragn. Sell-er- s On Furnltur, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
WaNTKD
Printing Co., 212 West Gold av- Wagons and other Chattels: mlso on
enue.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWaNTKD I'lain sewing; well done; CEIPTS, as low a S10 and as high as
xf
207
WeBt
1200.
Leans are quickly made and
prices r''as,'",l'lP- Cal1
Time: One month
Gold avenue, second floor, room 1. strictly private.
at to one year given. Goods remain in
WANTF.D A first class barber
your
possession. Our rates are reasononce at C. A. Baca's barber shop, on
Call and see us before borrowt0 per cent commission.M. Address able.
ing.
C. A. Mara, Socorro, X.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Ht'iP furbished ' and emWANTED
from all

m

At the time of the sudden death of
District Clerk Bird, of the Fifth Judicial district. The Evening Citizen
printed a brief special dispatch from

19C6.

1.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED.

WAtTlT)Atonce, ahiiy teacher,

roa sale.

The District Clerk For the
Fifth Judicial District
Died From Apoplexy."

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

1

I

C1TIZE2?.

7

PIONEER BAKERY

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

SIMON

BALLING. Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY. Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
We desire patronage and we guarSecond Street, between Railroad and
antee first class baking.
Copper Avenue.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.

Rico Hotel and Bar
No.
niKJCI I I

Ill
A

Thos. F. Keleher

North First Street.
I
r I DfAnrl'tnn
ET twl

I

PU

wines, liquors and cigars,

From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Put Un for Travelers.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.

j

Meals

Headquarters for Low Price
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes, '
fjyushes and Jap-a-IaC.

l
I

408

W.

Railroad Awaaua

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
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DIDATES

m,
rvw$
VT.--

Nominations
In Answer to Prof. Hadley as The Republican
Complete. Few Vacancies
to Division of Assets

.

on Democratic Side.

The republicans have placed

legis-

A

super-iutende-

nt

J

V

y"
what?!! A
CO YOU
WANT TO

4

'LONG'.W

GO

failed to make nominations In two
council districts and four house districts and have nominated republi- a
cans on one fusion ticket, so that
democratic majority In either houset
is out of the question, no matter
a political revolution would
take place during the next five days.
The following are the council

I

.aV

WANNA

mV

.

-

.

asswer to a letter of inquiry lative nominees in the field In every
IToftsfor H Irani Hadley,
district. The democrats thus far have
At-

of public instruction.
torney General William C. Held h8
rendered the following opinion which
i.s of geseral interest:
re-Dear Sir I havp your favor ofopindate in which you ask my
ion as in how a division of the assets
and liabilities should be made f the
school district that has been divided
so as io become a part of two other

Our Work

Our Prices

U

All Kinds

and Liabilities.

THREE.

WHY NOT GIVE THE BOYS A CHANCE
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EVENING CITIZEN.

'ALBUQUERQUE

1. 1906.
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Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
I

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

CAUTlOUSli;

J

right

h

how-grea-

district.

First district. Union and Colfax
counties The republicans of Colfax
have nominated M. B. Stockton and
those of Union Fred I. Burch, and it
has not been determined as yet which
of the two will withdraw. The dem
ocrats have nominated John A. Pace.
Second district. Taos and Mora
counties Malaqulas Marl!ne2, repub
lican: Henry J. Young, democrat.
Third district, Rio Arriba and San
Juan counties W. O. Sargent, republican. The democrats have made no
nomination as vet.
Fourth district San Miguel, Guadalupe and Quay counties Charles A.
Spiess, republican; Eduarcio .Martinez, democrat.
Sixth district, Santa Fe and Sandoval counties B. A. Miera, republican
endorsed by fusion party in Santa Fe
county; Thomas B. Catron nominated
w
(nn i i
ivv- on fusion ticket in Sandoval county.
Seventh dictrlct, Bernalillo county
W. B. Chllders, republican; Joseph
F. Sulzer. fuslonlst.
Eighth dictrlct. Valencia and Mc
The governor" of that
A large band of Utes have left t heir reservation and are at large in Wyoming.
Kinley counties Jacob Chaves, re
publican. No nomination by demo state has asked for federal troops to put down the uprising. News Item.
crats.
Ninth dictrict, Socorro and Sierra
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Twelfth district, Valencia, McKin-le- y
COURSES OF 8TUDY.
counties Harvey B. Richards, repu'j
and Torrance counties S. E.
lican: Andrew Kelley. fuslonlst.
will
following
6tudy
courses of
The
Denartment of the Interior, United
republican. No other nominaTenth dictrict. Grant, Luna and
be offered this year by Dr. Jacob H.
States Land Office. Small Holding
Dona Anna counties W. D. Murray, tion.
Kaplan,
congregation
Albert,
rabbi
of
No. 2999.
Claim
co'inty
republican; Alvan N. White, demo
Socorro
district,
Thirteenth
E. beginning Tuesday evening, NovemC.
crat.
Amos Green, republican;
6,
1J06.
ber
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 19, 190B.
Eleventh dictrict, Otero. Lincoln Mead, fusion.
1. Psychology and psychic culture.
VntlpA to herphv elvcn that the fol
Socorro and
and Torrance count iies Caii A. Dal
Fourteenth district.
mindbeginner's
course In
iowlne-nanieclaimant has filed notice
les. republican; J. E. Wharton, demo Sierra
counties Robert H. Martin, This is a
and how to train them.
of lils Intention to make final prooi in
crat.
republican; Thomas J. Ross, demo processes
2.
an
Jewish literature. This is
sunnort of his claim under sections
Twelfth dictrict, Eddy, Chaves and crat.
interesting and instructive course in lfi and 17 of the act of March 3. 1891
Roosevelt counties Henry Carmack,
Fifteenth district. Grant and Luna Jewish
the
literature from the close of
(26 Stats., 854.), as amended by the
republican; J. O. Cameron, democrat. counties H. H. Betts, republican; M.
Bible to the present time.
As can be seen from the above,
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
Moran. democrat.
Conon
3.
"Origin,
Lectures
the
470), and that said proof win be maae
only six of the nominees are of Span-iSixteenth district. Dona Anna and
or Mexican descent, while seven- Otero counties H.'b. Holt, republl-- ' ,p,m '"I1. ,A,m "f 'he ,PJ.hetlc B?ok.8 before A. E. Walker, probate clerk at
No
required
Albunuermie. N. M.. on December 6,
teen are otherwise, which gives the can. Xo other nomination.
5. A course in Hebrew.
This will 19o6, viz: Juan Garcia y Samora, of
lie to Arizona's assertion that New
Seventeenth district, Grant, Luna Include
reading
of
and translation
Carpenter, N. M., for the Tracts 1, z,
Mexico is dominated entirely by the Dona Anna and Otero counties
with critical exegesis.
Township 11
19,
3 and 4. Section
native Americans.
Frank W. Beach, republican; J. W. Genesis
open
courses
and North. Range 6 Cast.
are
The above
House Nomination!.
Prude, democrat.
Register
everybody.
Tuesday
He names the following witnesses
The following nominations bav
Eighteenth district, Lincoln ana free to
November 6 at 7:30 o'clock, to prove his actual continuous adben made fort he house thus far:
Chaves counties J. C. Tully, republi- evening,
rooms
Albert,
vestry
Temple
in
of
the
verse possession of said tract for
Flm district, Colfax county H. C. can; A. H. Hudspeth, democrat.
Ablott, republican; Thomas E. OwNineteenth district, Lincoln, Cha corner of West Gold avenue and Sev- twenty years next preceding the sur
enth
street.
vey of the township, Tlz: Francisco,
en, democrat.
ves, Eddy and Roosevelt counties
for meeting will be arranged Montez. Leonard Skinner, J. M. Skin
Second district. Union county Ro- - Washington E. Llndsey, republican; to Time
suit,
the
members of each class.
ner and Marcellno Cresplu, all of Car
mulo Padilla, republican; Jesus
James Mulling, democrat.
penter. N. M.
democrat.
Twentieth
district , San' Miguel
A Young Mother at 70.
Any person who desires to protest
Third district, Taos county Ramon county Roque Herrera. B. C. Lynch,
"My
suddenly
mother
has
been
against the allowance of said proof,
Gregorio Grie-go- Filomon Sanchez, republicans; John
Sanchez', republican;
70.
young
years
Twenty
of
at
made
or who knows of any substantial rea
democrat.
K. Martin, Juan 11. Quin'ana and
Intense suffering from dyspepsia had son under the laws and regulations
Fourth district, Mora county E.
Romero, democrats.
entirely
her,
until
disabled
.six ot the interior department why such
Twenty-firs- t
H. Biernbaum, republican. The deru
Bernalillo
district,
ocratis nomination has not been an county 3eorge A, Kaseman and Mo months ago. when she began taking proof should not be allowed' will be
completegiven an opportunity at the
nounced as yet.
desto C. Ortiz, republicans; Bernard Electric Bitters which have
the
time and place to
Fifth district, Colfax and Mora Ruppe and Francisco Lucero y Mon- - ly cured her and restored
blood.
strength and activity she had In the
counties E. E. Studley, republican; tova, fusionists.
the witnesses of said claimant,
o
Teodosio Gonzales, democrat.
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
Eighteen of these nominations, as prime of life," writes Mrs. W. L.
Only An Idle Threat
of Danforth, Me. Greatest that submitted by claimant.
Sixth district, Rio Arriba count- y- indicated by their names, are of Span"
A contribution from Victoria from
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Trujillo, republican;
Bartolo
descent, while thirty restorative medicine on tbe globe.
tlw pen of "Goldenrod" is unsuited to Julian
Register.
Sets stomach, liver and kidneys
democrat.
are not of such descent.
these columns on account of being Sanchez,
right, purifies the blood and cures
beventh district, Rio Arriba and
confined to "gags." Lets have the republican;
William Butler, democrat.
Stops earache in two minutes;
DONE malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
HAVE YOUR TIN WORK
news of your town, and cut out these
Eighth district.
Guadulupe
and SUBJECT TO YOUR OWN APPROV- Wonderful nerve tonic. Price fOc. toothache or pain of burn or scald In
pseudo Jokes that raise more trouble Quay
counties, Nazario Galiegos, re AL AT THE NEW STAR TIN SHOP. Guaranteed by all druggists.
five minutes, hoarseness, ono hour;
than we can quiet in a mouth of Sun- publican;
C. S. Pandolfo, democrat; LOUIS F. STUECKEL, PROPRIETOR
"
muscleache, two hours; sore throat.
days. W cheerfully print news matnomas Avance, socialist.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM twelve hours Dr. Thomas Kclectric
315 WEST COPPER AVENUE. AUTO-MATIter, tut the "gag" element is mighty i Ninth district.
Santa Fe county R.
BREAD and take no other.
Oil. monarch over pain.
PHONE 648.
tiresome to us. Editorial in Sequa-ciieL. Baca, republican; O. C. Watson,
(TVr.n
News.
democrat-fusioA. G. Delgado, so
cialist.
Itciitig piles provoke profanity,
Tenth distric t, Santa Fe and Sando
profanity
hut
won't euro them. val counties ttumund C. Abbott, re
itching,
bleed- publican, also endorsed by fusionists;
Doan's Ointment cures
'.ng or protruding piles after years of Esquipulo Baca, people's party; J. J.
MifforiiiK
At any drug store.
ttumerrord, socialist.
'Eleventh district, Valencia countyAsk for JAFFA'S KRACK KRE A'
Silvester Mirabal, republican:
No
BREAD and take no other.
other nomination.

unable to find any express pro-ikif tha Btptnto covering this
tonliageocv, and in the absence 01
some legislative provision the rule
would be a follows:
Where one entire district would become extinguished and Us territory
annexed to another, the latter would
be entitled to the public property and
immuBtttes of the former and liable
to its debts contracted prior to annexation. Mount Pleasant vs. Ueckwith
Following out this
100 V. 6. 614.
rule in the event one district is divided between two others, each of
the latter would be entitled to the
public sropertr of the former located
in the territory annexed to It, and
each, of the two districts would be
liable for the debts of the merged
district la proportion to the assets received in the division. For Instance
if the merged district's entire debt
consisted of outstanding school house
bonds, that district to which was annexed the territory having thereon
the school house should in equity assume the entire debt. But if there
were other debts, for which an equivalent was not received by either district In- the form of public property,
then the debts should he divided in
proportion to the assessed value of
the taxable property In the portions
ho annexed. The school directors of
the several districts should meet and
determine among themselves the respective liability that each should assume In proportion to the public property no received or in proportion to
the assessed value of the taxable
property that each received, and
Miould they fail to do so a court of
equity would make the division.'
In Clother vs. Maher, 13 Nebr. p. 2,
16 N. W. 903, it is held that a consolidated school district is liable for
the debts of the former districts.
In District vs. Greenfield, 64 N. list!, 6 Atl. 48G, it is held, that the debts
of an abolished school district are
payable by the town succeeding to the
property when less than the value
thereof.
Whatever agreement would be made
by the boards of directors should be
made in the nature of a contract in
writing and spread tipon the records,
at large, by the secretaries, andcol- a
copy thereof sent to the county
lector and treasurer.
?
Feel languid, weak,
Stomach "off?" Just a
Headache?
plain case of lazy liver. Burdock
Blood Bitters tones liver and stom-ncpromotes digestion, purifies the
t am
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New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper
1

1
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. kH , vH O Ot

i
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KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
nb ...kE.iiNG, SUPREME LODGE,
1906. Rate $38.05 vl Kanta City
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Oct.
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Datea of tale October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 190S.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of SO cents, until November 30.
1906.
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS, DENVER, COLO., OCT.
Rata $19.75 for round trip. Data of sale October 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1906.
Return limit October 81, 1906.
COLO.,
DENVER,
NATIONAL GRANDE, PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
1906. For above occasion tickets will be told for one far
NOV.
plus $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
Date of sale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1906.
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NEBRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC. Rate one and
fare for round
trip. Tickets on sale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 days from
date of sale,
I
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KANSAS CITY, MO,
1906. Rata $30.75 for round trip. Tickets on sale Nov. 17,
NOV.
13, 19 and 20. Limit of tickets Nov. 28.
This can be extended until
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit.
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO,
1906. For the above occasion round trip tickets will
DECEMBER
be sold at rate of $42.25. Date of sale November 22 to 28, Inclusive.
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Horn
Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to the East.
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I mi New Orle&ims

... V. Cooper, tbe young
who,
with

'his

Hlrane new medicines has been

from
exciting much attention
newspapers all ovtr the country
in a
now has New Orleans
storm of enthusiasm over bis
remarkable work. The sales of
tiw preparations
has reached
enormous figures and the wonderful turns of stomach trouble
nil rheumatism accredited to
l is medicines which
were at
first fhe subject of much conjecture have become so common
than their genuini ness can no
dinger be doubted.
His theory that ,"i per ceni of
the
stomach trouble
in I'ie to immense parasites, or
'ape worms, is vcrlfltd In nearWhere-ove- r
ly every case reported.
he goes people bring to
him glass jars and dishes containing these parasites which
have been expelled from their
wyatemsi by his medlciues. Nearly three hundred of these cass
are reported from New Orleans
and in almost every Instance th
patient had been unaware ihat
tiiri
muttering
was caused by
anything more than ordinary
stomach trouble.
Mr. A. R. Halle, a prominent
ituainebs man of 1419 Carondekt
street, New Orleans, is authority for the rerort of one of tne
most remarkable of these cases,
according to his b'atement, Mr.
Haile had been a sufferer from
a hove re affection of the stomach for tne past six years and
I'.a.i been treated by physicians
who r.iugnosod his case one ot
t.ipe worm but whose treatment
iaiU,i to relieve him. Speaking
of lis experience with Cooper's
preiaratiuu he hhld: ".My
:

has hem a stubborn one and
nothing 1 could do seemed to
alter my condition. Several
physicians treated me without
result and when Cooper's medicines began to create so much
attention I determined to give
them a trial. The worm whicn
they expelled from my system
measured ntarly fifty feet In
length and as soon as I was rid
of the horrible thing I began to
improve." Upon being asked
about the attendant symptoms
he declared that they are much
similar to those of any stomach
disorder, a variable appetite,
dizzy spells, headaches, constipation, nervousness and a continual languid, tired worn out
feeling being the most common
while one of the surest signs Is
dark spots that appear to float
before the vision after stooping
over.
It is estimated that one hundred thousand bottles of Cooper's Medicine have been sold
during his visit In New Orleans
and Judging from the space devoted to his work by the newspapers of that city Cooper is
the talk of the town.
L. T. Cooper. It will be remembered Is the man who
created such turmoil In St.
Iouls a short time ago, wuere
he is said to have sold nearly
a quarter million bottles of his
preparations.
At J. H. O Rielly'a drug sioro.
the local agency for Cooper's
medicines It Is said that the
sale of his two remedies, Cooper's New Discovery and Cooper's Quick Relief have become
ouunnotiK and that the most
gratifying reports have been received from ttiose who have
l" sod them.

There are two classes or remedies: those of known quality and which are permanently beneficial in effect, acting
gently, in harmony with nature, when nitureneeds assistance; and another class, composed of preparations of
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting tempo-rarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
functions unnecessarily. One of the most exceptional of
the remedies of known quality and excellence is the ever
pleasant Syrup of Fins, manufactured by the California
oyiup
which represents tne active puiiupieb oi
"tCrOtf P'ants known to act most bene ficially, in a pleasant syrup,
'n wnicn xne wnoiesome iaiuorn;an ciue njjs are usea io con-y
tribute
their rich, yet delicate, fruity flavor. It is the remedy
i
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it will cure all manner of ills, but recommend it for what it really
represents, a laxative remedy of known quality and excellence,
containing nothing of an objectionable or injurious character.
There are two classes of purchasers: those who are informed
s to the quality of what thev buv and the reasonsfor the excellence
of articles of exceptional merit, and who do not lack courage to go
eisewnere when a dealer offers an imitation ot any wen known
rticle; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know,
j wtio allow themselves to be imposed upon, l ney cannot expect
its beneficial effects if they do not eet the genuine remedy.
To the credit of the druggists of the United States be it said
that nearly all of them value their reputation for professional
itegrity ana the good will of their customers too nigniy to oner
imitations cf the
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nentlv and naturally, and to assist one in overcoming consti- pation and the many ills resultingtherefrom. Its active princi- P,es and quality are known to physicians generally, and the
remedy has therefore met with their approval, as well as with
f& tne 'avor f many millions of well informed persons who know
f tne'r own personal knowledge and from actual experience
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has only to note, when purchasing, the full name of
tne company canrornia
byrijp Co. plainly printeaon tne
front of every package. Price, 50c per bottle, une size oniy
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RURDY, Agent, Albuquerque

coming events

i
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November
November
kansas."
November

6.
8
14

Illinois Central R.R.

Mabara's Minstrels.
My Friend From Ar- The maid

and

tbe

Mummy.

November 15. Uncle Josh.
November 26 Uncle Tom's Cabin.
December 10 The Holy City.
December 14 King of Triumphs.
December 29. Hoollsan'g Troubles.
December 31 My Wife's Family.

THE SHORT LINE
FROM

COLORADO
To--

St.

Paul, Minneapolis,

Duhith

AND THE NORTHWE8T.
tbe south and southeast.
INDEPENDENT TAXPAYERS'
Ticket Office, 803 eventeenth St,
CANDIDATE FOR SHERIFF
Having been solicited by many Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
friends to come out as a candidate for
Commercial Agt
Kheriff of Bernalillo county, I hereby
acknowledge myself as an Independent taxpayers' candidate for that office for this county.
FRANCISCO SEDIIXO.
To
Blood Poisoning
CHICAGO,
constipation,
MINNEAPOLIS,
from chronic
result
which is quickly cured by Dr. Klng'a
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE.
New Life Pills. They remove all WATERLOO, DUBUQUE,
GALENA,
poisonous germs from the system and
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
Infuse new life and vigor; cure sour
i stomach,
nuusea, headache, dizzluess
ami colic, without griping or discomThe finest train service to tbe above
fort. STic. Uuuranteed by all drug(joints; also to New Orleans, Memgists.
phis, Vlcksburg,
.
o
Evansvllle, !nL;
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ua.; Jacksonville, ria., and all other points la
BREAD and take no ether.
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Published Daily and Weekly.

llcnn officials were removed by the revolutionary action

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOPOOOOOOOOO

if a governor, the county tax rate has been steadily
climbing up, and at the same time the assessed valuation has been Increased. The result Is that the taxpayers of Bernalillo county are called upon to pay into
the public treasury f 41,000 more In 1906 than was asked
of them by the republican administration of 1904. Consider the facts and figures before following off that
bunch of office seekers.
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o
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made Taxpayer,
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pay your
take your
and
against Delegate
Andrews
eastern Nw
o
choice.
ood Things to Eat"
made under sanitary
baa made many votes against the republican candidate
clean, well
o
lated
rooms.
for delegate to the Sixtieth congress, and at democratic
republicans
The
records
regular
that
the
headquarters they lay the flattering unction to their
o
the county
less money than the
Andrews will be defeated. The facts are ducted the affairs
that
o
have,
republican
reformers
the
ticket?
Look for the Union Label
decidedly against this proposition. Right here it
o
to remark that the people of eastern
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carry the county of Hernulillo
o
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they vote
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each
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prisoners
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will
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not know how to prevent Its successful
consummation. He could not If he would and he would
not If he could. On the other hand, with Delegate Andrews In the house of representatives there Is no nwre
chance for Congressman Stephens to succeed in his dishonest proposition than there is for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle. New Mexican.

NEW MEXICO OUTLOOK
The campaign Is almost over and there seems to be
very reason for the assertion that Mr. Andrews will be
elected by a majority of at least 10.000. It may be conceded at the start that Chaves, Eddy and Roosevelt
counties will cast majorities, though considerably reduced, against him. It looks as though he would carry
every other county, although Quaj, San Juan, I.un.i and
Grant may be classed as doubtful. Every other county
is certainly republican.
Of the twelve council districts, it is likely ihat eleven of them will return republicans. The certainly
district is that composed of Eddy, Chaves and
The tenth district, composed of
Roosevelt counties.
Grant, Luna and Dona Ana counties, is 'doubtful, and
is the eleventh district, composed of Otero, Lincoln and
Torrance, though the chances are greatly in favor of the
republicans.
Democrats ure certain of only one representative
from the nineteenth district, and they have a show of
success in the fifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth nnd
eighteenth.
This 'is another republican 'ar in N'ew Mexico and
victory la bo certainly assured that the Interest Is not ns
'
great as usual. Dally Optic.
iVem-ocrat- lc

f

The assessment rolls of 1905 snow that $9,000, or
more, were assessed against the taxpayers of this county
as a fund for feeding prisoners. In 1906 the assessment goes over $11,000, mailing a total of, more than
121,000 taken from the taxpayers of the county for feedAs an exing prisoners byythe reform administration.
cuse. It is alleged that the reformers paid Tom Hubbell
Why not pay him
$G,000, and owe him $2,0im more.
from the other $15,000 not accounted for? There will
? That little word
be $13,000 still left in the fund. If
"It" has some importance under some circumstances.

found in the city. if you
want good things at
correct prices trade

a thlnff R
Is there
gressing the wrong way? If any readers Imagines such
thing impossible, be should carefully follow this ar
ticle, and then determine for himself whether or not
the alleged reformers now running this county art-- not
plunging the taxpayers Into greater difficulties witn
each year.
The true test of the efficiency of any public administration is the results obtained, and when the alleged
reformers spend more of the taxpayers' money in their
reforms than the men charged with being rascals did
while conducting Just an ordinary administration, with
out reform attachments, there is evidently something
wrong, and the reform wail can be taken for 'what it
Is worth.
I.ook at the figures on the assessments for
the' three years past, and then draw your own conclusions as to which style of administration is the best for
the community:
1905.

1904.

To Realize.
$ 6.327.60
School fund
Current expense. . .. 15.819.00
l.s.u.io.20
Court fund
1.581.90
Road fund
3.163.80
Repair fund

Funds

Bridge fund
Camino Real
Hoarding prisoners
Dyke fund
Interest fund ..'
Judgment fund

To Realize.
$ 6,612.21
16j30.U2
16.530.62
1,563.06

2.479.59
7.934.69
330.61
9,918.37
6,677.56
26.448.99
824.03

25,310.40

Rugs, Crockery, Glassware, Furniture

WITH US.

Do You Know

TRY OUR BAKERY
GOODS.
THE QUALITY IS THE BEST.
EVERY ARTICLE WE SELL IS
GUARANTEED TO GIVE SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY
BACK. ,

about our sales of furniture
on the installment plan?
You can just have your
home if you want it. A
dollar or two a week and

19m;

To Realize.
$ 7.401.29
18,503.24
17,...!!.0S

its done.

1,850.32

2,590.45
8,881.54
370.06
11.101.94
'
7,590.01
29,605.19
SOo.OH

$95,940.38
$106,027.26
$64,857.90
These are facts, and In cold figures, too. By them

the voter can easily determine the efficiency of the
present county administration as compared with the efficiency of the regular republican administration of the
year 1904.
The year 1904 is not taken for comparison because
it makes any better showing than the previous years,
because it does not. It Is used because it is the last
year of the regular republican administration in this
county, and immediately preceded the first year of the
alleged reformers.
placed the
In 1904 the republican administration
levy at 20.5 mills and demanded of the voters of the
county only $64,857.90, while tho reformers placed the
levy at 28.6 mills this year and are demanding
or in round numbers $41,000 more than the republican administration demanded for all county

1 wmmvvtiMmimiMsuaw

I Jaffa Grocery Co.
I "Good Things to Fat"
I
MAIL 0RDE8S

I
THEN AGAIN IT'S BETTER TO BUY
FROM A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN
GET EVERYTHING FROM THE SAME
STORE, AND SAVE RUNNING SEVER-

1

AL ACCOUNTS.

FILLED THE SAME DAY

mmiij
iiifwuii
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P
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M O. W. STRONG'S SONS

And If they don't carry off all the pie when the time
comes to make the ticket two years hence, they will bolt
again. There you have the whole history of the bolter."
In Bernalillo county it has been repeated over and over
and will be repeated again and again, so long as personal
'
gain has the preponderance over general good.
and
There is a
coterie of office seekers, posing under the name
belf-calle-

self-name-

d

self-select-

of

"re

form," and the morning paper is the little dog following
at their heels to yap at every one or everything oppos
dog
ing the wishes of its masters. Any
would be ashamed of the masters, and even the musters
must be ashamed of the dog.

Intelligent reader, If you had a case involving your
honor, your, life or your property, whom would you
select for your representative in the courts? V. B.
Childers or Joseph F. Sulzer? To ask you such a ques
tion in to discount vour intelligence. Wliv then Khould
you think of selecting Sulrer when the interests of the
territory and or the county are at stake?
The reformers will be able to account tor the
thousand dollars levied for feeding prisoners, but they will not do it until after the election. Then
the voters will discover that it has beeu used for feed-lu- g
prisoners, al lof it. and the economy plav will be

twenty-od-

off.

According to the figures given by Mr. Fivld in li :t t
opera Jiouse speech, Perfect o lias saved the county Just
$H,463,i2. There was no acounting made of the fund f ir
the feeding rt prisoners, levied only by the reformers,
,n" ''"d 'f that
nd U U believed tin?
saving Is a hoortoo.
I

With some twenty odd IKoU"1.:t
pnnsoners, the reform commissioners
It Impossible, to pay $2.oou, having
credit of $6,000 out of the fund. If
pay $6,000, how much will It take
use?

It has been charged that the law enabling the
county commissi jners to levy a tax for the feeding of
prisoners was passed by Tom Hubbell, for the benefit,
of Tom Hubbell, but It appears that, the tax, which is not
obligatory, was first levied by the alleged reformers, and
Is continued by them into this year.
It will be seen by the figures, taken from the official record, that these alleged reformers have collected more than $21, ooo for feeding prisoners for two years'
or, at leust, they will collect it if the collector can get
it. Of that sum they claim credit for $6,000 alleged to
have been paid Tom Hubbell, leaving the total sum of
more than $15,ooo in the fund, If it is all collected,
which they fail to account for.
According to these reformers it Is now costing very
little to feed the prisoners, they claiming a saving of
several thousand dollars over the expense bills of Tom
Hubbell, and yet the bills of Hubbell were paid by a
republican administration out of the general fund, and
that, too, with a general fund smaller by $12,684.24 than
Is being raised by these alleged reformers, exclusive of
the $11,131.94 also raised for prisoner feeding.
What will these great reformers do with the $15,oou
levied for feeding prisoners, if their sheriff is saving
them so much money?
Is it not reasonable to suppose that the reformers
are trying to make a showing, to catch votes, by saving the general fund, and are paying for the feeding of
prisoners out of the fund levied for that purpose?
Fifteen thousand dollars In two years is considerably more than they charge Tom Hubbell with having
received for the purpose of feeding prisoners ditring
any corresponding period.
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OUR MOST DEADLY GERMS

dollars lor feeling
OCOO00000XXXXKXCKXJOOOOOC0t
of this county find
Among some "Science Notes" republished by the
already claimed u lielinn Minor wo glean the following relating to fruit.
ooo
it takes $.'1
hi This is supplemental of the
n
effect of the
!ic
to but what
juice of acid fruits, such as limes, apples, pineapples,
etc., in niitigaiin. the craving for alcoholic drinks. It
is said that an eminent Japanese bacteriologist has reIf the reformers suve $2.4(3.13 to the general lund cently shown, with uncross,
that the acids of lemons,
An feeding prisoners, and then fail to account for some apples
and some other fruits are capable of destroying
$21,000 levied against lhe taxpayers of the county for all kinds and varieties
of tho germs which cause dis
the feeding of prisoners, how much has the taxpayers ease and pain in the human body. The acids, citric and
saved?
malic, contained lu the fruit juices probably have the
effec.1 of killing these disease germs. Cholera germs are
The reformers have assessed
the taxpayers of said to be lulled in fifteen minutes by lemon Juice or
Bernalillo county over $21. 0n) in l wo years for feeding apple juice, and even typhoid germs, which have great
prinsoners In the county Jail, and yet they claim they resisting power, are Killed In about thirty minu'es by
re saving money for the taxpayer.
either of these adds, even In a i cry diluted form. A
tumbler full of cold water saturated with cholera bacilpay
The reformers assess the taxpayers over $.000,
li might lie gulped down
ihroat with impunity proout $6,(Khi. and owe $2.0oti; assess the taxpayers more vided a b m ill had been one's
squeezed
into it fifteen or
than $11,000 and still owe the $2.om. How much is the twenty minute prior ,,, tm. ,.( The
safety here lies
saving to'tue taxpayer?
in the absolute certainly of lhe destruction ft the bacilli
by the action of the lemon juice. What is a delicious
Terhaps the Journal will be able to feed a lew days drink to the human being is here evidently
ilson to
a
on what remains of thut
fund, these
Thus the twa most dreaded
and then the reformers can inaKe the levy larger next disease in India-th- ai
is. Asiatic cholera and lyplnid
year.
fever -- have a simple remedy to chuckmate their ravages. These prevalent
have now
Any republican making an examination of the tax this universal remedy. and universal diseases
limes are within the leach f
records will refuse to follow the
the poorest people in India, and they could be secured
combine iuto a revolt against the regular repub- for a very small price, even In the
districts of great
lican party. The tax records of Bernalillo county show scarcity. Hven 'he very oor people, by having a "plenthat the republican party was steadily reducing both tiful supply of lemons and oranges in the time of epithe assessed valuation, which saved territorial taxes, demics, could tide over the infection with great credit.
end the tax rate for couuty purposes. Since the repnb- - - San Francisco Chronicle.
feeding-the-prisone-

well-know-

.

House Furnishers

Prop.

BAM BROOK BROS.,

LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.

The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St.

WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

SOLOMON LUNA,

F
ON AN OUTLAY

25

OF

CENTS

I

I

l"

C. H.

CARNES, 0. D.

Scientific Optician

'If,

'

THE BEST IN TOWN

I

Per Gallon
$1.50
Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

EYES TESTED FREE
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

Came to California in IStift.
Was private secretary lo Dennis
Kearney of nand-lo- t
fame. Was mem
ber of Henry George's United Labor

B. K. AD AMS

Red

92.

We Keep It Up
We keep the quality of our bread
up to the highest. This is possible

M.

by using;

COAL

party.

AsmmciI in founding people's parly

in is?:'.

Was delegate to National Silver
"mention, Chicago, lS'JS.
Originated and organized Coxey 's
army, of which he was chief marshal.
Was mobbed in Princeton, N. J., by
l"o students.
Was arrested for speaking on the
treasuiy steps on Wall htreet. New

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
.50
PER TON

WOOD

York.
Marrv.1 lien. Coxey's daughter at
MasMlon, Ohio.
"an for governor of California on
'"'led l.aUir party ticket but lost
out because his name was
spelled
in the official ballot.

John

S.

- The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,
not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling
Corntr Fifth and Railroad Avanua the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

Funeral Director

and Licensed

Embalmer

- tax
Phnnea Automatic
Colorado, Bik 29m

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

PIONEER BAKERY,
2or boutm rinrnr mrkmmr.

Anoelatloa Offlea
Trantaatlaat
Cuaraataad THE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
BeaVeilROSENFIElD'S, 118 W, R.R.Ave. NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
FOR
$2.25 AND $2.75

DRY work,

Auoiu Council No. 1, 1). of P., will
hold a regular
meeting
Thursday
evening ui g o'clock.

I

EWHMId.'ifcrtTMMI

nut-shel- l:

ednesday.

rijliiljm.-

illclMTOSH HARDWARE CO.

books.

W

- .

'.";

in Albuquerque
See Ours

"If I am made governor 1 will have
all grafters tarred and feathered.
"The reason I only have lo spend
"
-cents is that I am not charged
with being a tool of nny trust. Campaign funds are used principally for
defense
"Henldes, It it only worth 25 tents
to me, as I am an honent man. drafters can afford to pay thousands for
election, because they intend to graft
campaign expenses tenfold.
"Vesi I am Oeneral Coxey'a son-i- n
law. l ani proud of it. He was
one of ili, world's greatest men."
Browne lives in a mountain fastness near Calistoga. He calls bis
home Common wealth castle."
Mrs. Hrowne shuns notoriety. "My
husband does the talking for both of
uh," she says.
Here is Hrowhe's ratvn' in a

I've ns your ROUGH
Monday, and net it liack
Imperial Laundry Co.

.

JiTilTiNTvp'''1

STORES

Special Correspondence.
1.
Carl
Sau
Nov.
Kranclsco,
Hiowne, who won fame when "5t'u-eraCoxey marched to Washington
by elopiiiK with Coxey'a daughter, is
makiiiK a whirlwind campaign for
governor of California.
Aud he is. doins it ou an out lay of
2" cents.
Although a comparatively few people know Urowne is in the race, as
the choice of the people's parly, he
believes there is little doubt but that
he will be an easy winner.
Hrowue
is making his campaign
from the curb. Standing on the top
sugar
a
of
barrel at crowded corners,
he delivers his philosophy with great
dramatic effect.
Mere ate some of his btriUing statements:
"I believe in buying less beer and
more

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager

For the
Best Line of

$106,-027.2-

The Optic says that "as soon as the election U over
and the fusionists are properly licked they will be coming around trying to get into the old band wagon again.

TRY IT.

........ ........ ........

THEY ARE RECEIVED.

I

502 SOUTH

FIRST STREET.

No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
E. GALLOWAY, Manager.

HAIR WORK.

J.

KEEP OUT THE COLD WINDS.; Mrs. Kutliei forft. at home to anyone
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE.
SEE
HUDSON
FOR
WINDOW wanting hair work done, every
TON'S DRUG STORE.
jnesday, at 617 South Broadway.
Wed-GLAS-

WAL- -

THURSDAY,- - NOVEMBER

BRAND

1.

EVENING CIIIZE

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

MEETING

cans
them.
"We
States,
cannot

OF

ihe same

problems

PAGE FIVE.

confront

-

ANOTHER

are subjects of the United
TRAGnot citizens, he said, and we
be full fledged citizens until
we get statehood."
Wllkerson Draws Contrasts.
Hurt. Thomas N, Wllkerson, the
next speaker, dealt almost entirely
wit n county politics.
He opened by
tleclnrlnj he was there to discuss Ihe
featurts of Ihe campaign from the
standpoint of a citizen of Albuquer!
que and not as a distinguished Illustrious am eminent orator.
"One of the distinguished Illustrious
and eminent Orators told you the
otner night," said Mr. Wllkerson, Murderer at Bay Defies Entire1 He Thinks the Citizen Too
"that you should not vote for Tom
Hubbell and .the argument that he
Police Force and Fire Dc- Conservative and Takes
used was that Mr. Hubbell under the
K
laws of the territory of New Mexico
an Hour.
partment
For
a Hand Himself.
had received about $7,000 and Mr.
Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Fin
M.ooo and
THEY TOLD OF GOOD WORK OF DELEGATE ANDREWS Armij; had received-abou- t
ishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
and therefore there must be someOne of the most serious shooting To The Evening Citizen:
thing wrong and you must not yotej affairs
in the history of El Paso took
party
republican
As
his
loves
who
a
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
for Mr. Hubbell. And then we turned place there yesterday afternoon, as
is
triumprt
at
Its
in
tnd
Interested
cctinty
this
and
the
lo
of
records
the
one man anu two women are
AT REASONABLE PRICES
Candidates Childers. Wllkerson and Miller Entertained the records of the people that he advo- a result
dead, a colored boy is fatally wound- the polls next Tuesday, not alone In
you
we
find
cates
that
should
elect,
Is
OUR RUG. DEPARTMENT Is
revelation to those who
the nation and the territory at large,
and Policeman George Herold
Audience With Some County Facts and
at that time the county commissioners ed,
It, because of the great variety of Domestlo Ruga
a rifle bullet but also In the city of Albuquerque
injured
visit
seriously
from
county
Mr.
of
were
this
friends
of
.
trom mo nest looms.
and the county of Bernalillo, I ask
through his thigh.
Which Cannot Be Denied.
Hubbell and republicans and not trait,
of a little space In your
Manuel Rodriguez, a Mexican res
ors to the republican party, that the taurant
figkeeper, was the central
columns today.
Naturally the way the present camof pro-- I amount of taxes collected from you
His place of
At Ihi' Elks' opera hmwe last night! was out for tile appointment Morning was $64,000, and that under Mr. ure in this tragedy.
business at Seventh and Oregon paign has been conducted by the
re- - bate clerk before and the
Springer's
'reform'
Mr.
Grunsfeld
and
nominations of candidates on
maoneA Mm, lt could not administration the amount of taxes streets whs the scene and Ms wife, organ of the opposition has angered
308-31- 0
publican ticket were fittingly ratinea Hatter hlm enough apparently
anu
vic every man who has a drop of true
Railroad Avenue
Staab Building
collected from you was $106,000, 64 formerly Maria Sanche. the first
In a big demonstration at which there now they persist In coming out. and per cent more than what was collect- tim. The trouble had Its rise In Jeal- republican blood in his veins, and
ousy and the desire on the part of aa some us have thought that The Citiwas music, oratory and enthusiasm, j plastering him with mud. They take ed under the other administration.
abandoned wife to recover her place zen had been too lenient In Its treat
The meeting, which was slated to be- - u victim after victim and apply the
received
Mr.
Hubbell
If
because
9HS
gin at 7:30 o'clock, was not announced 8iime. But I have no criticism to offer $7,000 as sheriff and Mr. Arniijo only In the household and the portion of ment of the candidates on the other
K
ot tne candidates on the other ticket received $4,000, Mr. Hubbell is a the family goods that she believed to ticket as the personal or political
until late Tuesday afternoon, and
lecords of many of them have laid
was In the Inception, a rather hastily an,i jt i8 significant that the 'Squash' thief, then the fact that the reform be hers.
As the story runs, Mrs. Rodriguez them open to the severest kind of
arranged affair. But this; and the 18 as dumb as an oyster when it comes county commissioners received $106,- fact that it wag announced to begin to lauding candidates on the ticket it 000 where the other county commis- left El Paso some two weeks ago for criticism. This Is well known by all
among friends in Chihuahua, who have lived In this community for
earlier than most people are down is supporting. It is simply Hubbell, sioners
only got $64,000; don't the a visit
town, did not prevent the meeting Hubbell, Hubbell all the time. Have same logic
and when she returned it was only to say a dozen or fifteen years. At the
thieves?
them
make
filled they ever shown where Tom Hubbell
nlactj from being comfortably
find her husband had Installed an- present time I shall say a word or
"They examined Ed. Newcomer's other
woman In her home and place. two only In the matter of political
with folks who were there to hear the has ever stolen a cent?" he asked.
years
sometning
for
find
to
two
books
Issues of the campaign discussed iroro
(h, ,incture Mr. Childers refer- - to indict him but they never found She did not submit peacefully to her record.
Only In Use Two Months--Perf- ect
Take for example l.imto y Mon-toy- s,
a republican standpoint. They heard red .o the removal of Tom, Hubbell a peg upon which to hang a case," husband's treatment and it is stated
who Is ruining tr. t. with B.
this and more. Orators on the peo- from office by Governor Otero. He snld the speaker. "Nobody denies that returned shortly after her first Interple's ticket and the Fakir Journal who termed the executive action an exerTie two
with a dagger, to emphasise Ruppe for the legislature.
Hubbell took what the law al- view,demands.
Second-han- d
haye hurled their invectives against cise of autocratic power which the Tom
She was met at the are exponents of "reform l:i politics"
her
not
He
no
more.
him
was
lowed
and
the regulars, were scathingly re- leople of Bernalillo county should re- In politics for his health like the dis door of the restaurant by her hus- and active workers forft "goo I government," but only so
as "reform"
buked and the charges made from buke at the polls.
tinguished, Illustrious and eminent band, who. after the passage of a few
"good government" means their
the opera House stage on previous ochistory of the orator, Mr. Field, who once called a angry words, shot her dead upon the and
in
before
"Never
the
own election to office.
However, B.
sidewalk.
casions were tritely answered.
Gold Avenue has the governor exercised mass meeting to denounce perrecto
The noise ot the H'rlmmago at- Ruppe is another story. I.ucero y
Hon. Frank A. Hubbell presided at territory
Attnljo
office of sheriff.
man
the
a
who
right
held
the
down
to
strike
the
the meeting, presenting the speakers. people have elected to office," passion- What has changed the views of Mr. tracted the attention of the neighbors M on toy a la a bright and shining light
who notified the police. On their ar- in the cause of clean politics and
The orators of the evening were Hon. ately
cried the speaker. "If the gov' Field? I don't know but something. rival the officers found themselves honest elections. This cannot be deH. O. Btirsnm of Socorro, chairman
can
Applause.
he
remove
sheriff
ernor
can
certain."
that's
the
anticipated, Rodriguez having barri- nied for his record proves it. Once
of the republican territorial' central
Don't Dispute with a WomSK,
Mr. Wllkerson next drew a compari
all the office holders the peo
In his home with the before he was a candidate for the
committee; Hon. W. B. Chil.Vrs, can- remove
ple elect if he wishes, and he can son between the Rockefeller college caded himself
now,
dearly
rump
on
then,
Especially,'
as
legislature,
as
a
'selling
terriif she telle you to order
life
his
In
of
intention
the
didate for representative
deputies to steal the elections endowments which materially affect as possible. This he did, holding his ticket, but was defeated by Don Kan
sack
of
torial council from Bernalillo county; send
peace
contripetroleum
the
price
guise
keeping
and
the
of
the
of
under the
rY
CI
ncmln tr
candidate, by
It
Improvised
for fully an hour kin, the republican
EMPRE8S FLOUR.
"!
the face ot these bution of $1,500 by John S. Beaven against the fortress
police force of El considerably mora than 700 majority
entire
campaign
an
fund,
excuse, (it you should Je
to
which.
bold
fusion
to
the
no
use
Make
e
through
grace
Yet,
Mil
the
amountLorion
of
convenposse
eltisens,
a
of
Paso
delegate to the constitutional
get the order), that you could
he declared, had raised the price of ing inandall to about 100 men, armed kr, democratic secretary of the ter
lion, and Prof. J. A. Miller, candidate election?
fifty cent 8 a ton.
coal
find it, for every flnrt-clwere
there
froS
knew
"Governor
Otero
was
ritory,
given
accepted
he
to
and
toward
Winchesters,
which,
with
couty
schools.
for superintendent of
The speech was punctuated with the last of the battle, was ad.lr-- the Don Rankin's seat. Isn't he a nice
handles EMPRESS. Ton vrlli alway
no charges against Tom Hubbell," he
Ar Appeal for Fair Play.
which
to
the
audience
stories
good
biscuits,
find good bread,
exponent of honest election, reform in
continued in tins connection, "and I several
Pass city fire department.
pastry and most Important of eJl
Hob. H. O. Bursum was the first know it to be a fact that, he told him bad no trouble in finding a point: and
The murder of Mrs. Rodriguez oc- politics and good government? Isn't
speaker tt the evening. The gist of if he would act with him he would not enthusiastically applauded.
good cheer to greet you wit en y9
very
every
man
the
be
repub
thai
2
th
in
afternoon
o'clock
curred at
The speaker closed with an earnest and
his speech was a plea for fair play, remove him from office
come home for your dinner. Try ML
vote
lican
should
be,
for?
the
of
capture
Doesn't
for
the
the
battle
appeal to the voters to support the
the square deal and joint statehood.
republicans
with
dissip
those
stalvart
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress
Per
began.
shortly
charges
Hubbell
afterward
that
"The
republican ticket anil repose their murderer
Also he lauded the record of Delegate ated
ell others.
heavy tecto Arniijo, Jesus Romero, O. N,
of
with a
so that prisoners trust
court
Armed
funds
the
W,
Childers,
men
as
in
B.
Andrews.
Rodriguez began firing at his Marron, N. U. Field and Sommers
longer George A.such
jail
a
caliber,
kept
in
would
to
be
have
t
on
to
the
others
and
the demand of he
Alter referrln
would-b- e
captors as soon as they Burkhart present the very perfection
would get a chance to republican Kaseman whom
present era for a square deal,, he said: time and he
ticket,
the orator were in sight.
no more
As a result the police of qualification for reforming the re
took'
He
are
false.
feed
them,
things
republican
party
do
stands for than the law allows iiim. There has declared would
"The
wore obliged i to seek publican irirty and securing purity.
citizens
and
play.
Meeting.
cit
fair
The birth of American
Miller Closes the
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. V
In every direc- honesty and morality in polities?
been a term of the court wnen
for shelter, from which,
izenship is not one of race, birth or j never
Prof. J. B. Miller, candidate
A
DurRKPUBUCAN
the- cases have been disposed of
upon
the
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the
tiuls exposition can comprehend the fascination exercised over 1ho minds of
most persons by the grim warships of
niod rn time, nnd the enthusiasm that
will be aroirsed by their presence at
the Jamestown exposition. Although
the monitor Arkansas and the torpedo boat destroyer which visited the
clly of St. Louis belonged to Inferior
class of fighting hips thousand of
people lined both bnnks of the Mississippi river Hs far up and down as
they could see the warships. It was
conservatively estimated that 30,000
people were dally present on the average around the ends of the Kads
bridge at St. Iiiils watching the dally
life of the men who manned the queer
little tnglncs of destruction.
Excursions were run to the city advertising
presence
the
of the war vessels nnd
making but small mention of tho features of the gnat world's exposition
that was being held nearby. The
is a monitor of the roast defense class of vessels and is not a
very formidable antagonist for heavy
fighting ships except In this rartlcn-la- r
clnss of work. She displaces 31':!5
tons of water and although she draws
but J 2 feet of water she ran aground
several times on the trip up the Mississippi river from New Orleans.
Tho Spanish ship fin de la Plalo,
which was pptsent at the ceremonies
at New Orleans In connection with the
St. Louis exposition, attracted much
attention.
This ship was given to
Spain by the Latin American countries at the close of the Spanish American war to replace some of those
destroyed In that conflict. Slip was
Unshed at Havre shortly after the
close of the war and Is, though not
powerful, as ships go nowadays, a
very handsome and efficient small
cruiser.
Her presence at New Orleans la
1904 aroused a great deal of enthusiasm among the French and Spanish
residents of that old half French, half
Spanish city and the people came Into
New Orleans from miles around to
see this ship as well as the United
States war vessels, which were there.
Since so comparatively small a contingent of naval vessels aroused such
great enthusiasm It may readily be
Imagined how much greater will be
the Interest In the great naval display
wnich win ie seen off the grounds of
the exposition to be held on tho shore
of Hampton Roads near Norfolk, Va..
in 1907. Instead of a coast defense
monitor and some torpedo boat destroyers the United Statg will have
a great fleet of the most nowerful
battclshlps and cruisers In existence
present and each of the grnt marl- time powers of the world will add lo
the splendor of the spectacle, their
ships making the historic waters of
the famous roadstead as brilliant by
night as by day. The thunders of
salutes will be heard dally as distinguished guests arrive or foreign ad
mirals and rulers approach the scene
of the nation's most significant
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Any Thing Ever Before At
temped In Human History.
Will Be Presented
AT THE

JAMESTOWN

TR-

I-

CENTEilAL EXPOSITION
Night Turned Into Day More At
tractive Than the Sun Ever
Kindled With His Kays.
Norfolk, Va., Nov. 1. The electrical
illumination at the Jamestown
will bo the most unique
and extensive ever installed at any
exposition held in the United Slates.
It will surpass that of the Buffalo and
fct. Iouls exposition and promises to
tie one of the great features, of the big
fair to be held next year on the shores
xf Hampton Roads.
The Installation and maintenance of
this work will cost almost as much
as the buildings that are to be erected
by the exposition company.
More than 300,000 lights will be
exposition
V.sed In illuminating; the
grounds, piers- and amusement
end many projectors from lofty
positions, will make the harbor and
miles of surrounding country as bright
us day.
This work is under the direction of
Mr. W. M. Dixon, chief of the department of electricity. He is one of the
busiest men now employed in the designing: and construction work of toe
exposition.
With a. corps of skilled electricians
Mr. Dixon Is pushing the Installation
of electricity as rapidly as the conditions will permit and the wiring In
some of the buildings is already com-jiet- e.
lal

do-vic-

The Auditorium or Administration
which is fast approaching Its
finishing touches, will bo one grand
.blaze of light, inside and outside, and
the electric wires are now ready for
the bulbs that will be placed In position as soon as the structure is comVullding,
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Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachechl, Treasurer.
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uioml, Vice President.
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Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jos, 8.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,,
Green River, W. H. MeBrsyer's Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mod.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best T'luertes,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States, call and inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue snd Price List,
Issued to dealers only.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gfntffal Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

--

Both Phones

Third and Marquette

Albuquerque

Foundry and. Machine Works

. P. MALL.
roprlmlor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and tnmbsr Cars;
kaftlsa.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iros rroaU (
Buildings.
Hmpmlr on Mining and mill Mmehlnmry m pelalty
foundry east elds of railroad track.
aiksqssrsss, M. ss.

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fiintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

The Citizen's cartoonist succeeds in getting a snap Hhot o'f the telegraph eidtor of the 'morning paper,
from exchanges its fake specinls. fake correspondence and fake forty-rogreased wire telegrams.

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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A. V. TEGMER

GREAT MENAGERIE HOLOCAUST

Contractor and Builder

pleted.

The illumination or all the buildings will be of the conventional decorative effect and incandescent lights
will be used through the etire main
court and government pier. Many naval schemes for this lighting have
en designed by Mr. Dixon and It is
the general belief of those familiar
with this line of work that it will
eclipse anything ever before attempted In the way of electrical Illumina-

tion.
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As for Tom rlatt resigulng well,
On the government pier alone wlU
Special Correspondence.
lw strung 30,000 incandescent lights maybe his wife won't let him.
Geneva, O., .Nov. 1. Elephants,
A London dsictor declares the whole
and 62,000 will dispel the darkness on
the main court. Besides (be Incan- world is growing crazy. The London long yielded the palm in the far east
foot ball season must be open.
descent lights, there will be the
for Intelligence among brutes, were
effects. These will be In keepJohn D. Rockefeller gave as a rea- the heroes of the dlastrous fire that
ing with, thie naval features and will
keep the grim fighters and other craft son for not attending church recently, wiped out the Walter L. Main circus
at anchor on the waters of Hampton that he was attracting too much at- winter quarters and the larger part
Roads plainly discernible even in the tention. Maybe that's the reason he of the Cummins Wild West Exhild- :
falls to appear In a court room.
darkest hours of the night.
Hon company outfit, which had just j
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there.
stored
"Longreen
is
bright
a pretty
sort of
.lights, will be located on the main
!
'
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One human life was lost, and more i
court and on the top of a high tower a fellow, isn't he?"
"Humph!
people would have perished had it j
He owns two
will be placed an
projector,
not been for tho trained sagacity of:
x
one of the largesc ever built.
V
which rescued
V
The main court and pier will be a ."But can't a fellow own au auto- - the four elephants,
T
mobile
blight
keepers,
?'
their
and be
Robert Tyler and John j
treatment of the ornamental standards
Murray.
midnight
"I said he owned loo.
In the stress of a
or illumination, giving a mild, oven
hre they not only endured the up- distribution of lights. The majority
A Camoaign Stunt.
prouch
of devouring flames with comof these lamps will be concealed from
STUMPING THE STATE.
posure, but
,
with brilliant
iew, but the light will ho diffused in
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a
says
serious
professor
results "business" and drills which
a soft glow ih at will be pleasing to who
has
not
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enough
advertised
had
made them the feature of a great
r
the eye. -3
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On the Warpath," the lighting will to become well known, "is tne effer- stage spectacle In the hippodrome at
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'
vescence
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empty
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inlud."
Out
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ork.
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be extremely spectacular.
with the paddle, prof, and spank 'em
1
The consequence was that they and
It Is contemplated to erect a steel again.
But
English,
to
down
can
the
one
got
out ullve from the roarhear
lower, 60 feet high, at the head of
mind be empty, prof? And can a lng furnace In which several hundred
HAT
one of the streets on the "Warpath"
acuum bubble?"
savage
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projectors will
and from this,
few
cremated a
seconds nfter little
flash out their piercing rays. This
Next Season.
ixm, the baby elephant, gave the In- tower will be provided with auto- Around the old
base
burner
sat
itial
Lions,
alarm.
tigers, ostriches,
matic color screens and in revolving
crowd engaged In friendly chat:
llamas, zebras, wolves, buffalo, iikiii- the lights will vary from red and They thrashed one subject o'er
and keys and twenty-fou- r
head of horses '
green, to white and blue. In addition
oer.
died helplessly, a bedlam of weird
io this feature the front of the build- A subject often thrashed before
cries echoing their doom.
ings on the "Warpath" will be a blare
Next season.
At the coroner's inquest on a host- i if flaming arc lights.
(Specially posed by
11." the baby elephant.)
ler whose body was found among the
A complete system of patrol light- Said one of these loud, gabby men,
Hiajjrani shows the floor plau of .ne winter quarters
and the lneuaB-en- o
burned
horses. Tyler testified that he
ing will cover the flower fence that l uaitea last year lust one-tesection
from which tho keiers escnped by tho aid of the intelligent
encloses the grounds and numerous But you guys keep your lamps on me. had been awakened by the baby eleelephant
trained
herd.
phant coming up to his cot in the mewe lights will be placed at suitable il bat around
nagerie room to awaken him. And
fnsvrrals throughout.
Next season.
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chain fastened to one leK. pression of Kreat solidity. It spllnt- here is the story of the rescue, which tl
On the canoe trail and flirtation
stands out above the manifold ter- This she easily broke, and alive to t --:n under the impact.
path will be installed the uiost unique
ner irainuiB, wakened her kecuer, ut- rors tif that iilght:
"in the midst of that inferno," says
scheme of lighting. This will be In MINERS HOSPITAL
teriup h, r plaintive cry of 'Kaip. Power, "Ix'iia was called upon to
Lena, Ada. Jennie and
rang1
keeping with the part of the grounds
ing
In
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named,
size
this feat in dire earnest. Would
the order
In which the lights will be placed and
comprise
Tyler
elePower's
hippodrome
testified that Ixm nearly 'e make good? 'Mahout. Lena!
t Is expected will create a pleasant
TO BE OPENED phants, so
named from their part last
That was the cue. lu
him, indicating that she was:0""1'"
impression on the visitors who stroll
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hippodrome
the
shows
excited. When the keeper hohh' to the trainer's frenzied cry
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W.
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reft
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:uch paths have been named ut other THIS TERRITORIAL INSTITUTION business
ned. The former released the three burn door. Then, instead of plunging
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In
fire
Power
the
I'um eiepnnnts, while his companion our mio ine security of the open
WLL BE READY FOR PAthat
More than 1.000 winking, or "skld- they eiosely duplicate
Jielr stage rumbled with the blir door, whiih he fields, she put a climax unon her dls
doo" lamps will be bung In the vines
TENTS NOV. 10.
acts.
cipline by sti ppiim back into the
had one scene," "li! says, was unable to open.
and shubbery that arise on either side
In the meantime the lire ha',1 sweet hnl. just as she bad been taught to
At' last the miners' hospital will be "in which a military caiuo is hou:i..
of the flirtation walk and liko eyes of
lire they will wink and Mink from 7 opened, says the Raton Range. This the trainer and the larger elephants nrith the hay anioni: the horses do in the act, ami when they passed
through the door it was with all the
o'clock in the evening until midnight. lanuaome building, which was built lying down as if asleep, and little and wa! dninimins at the board
of 'he menagerie, .mi time was precision and order of a triumphal
liy actual count it is learned that each hive years ago by the territory of Ixu remaining on guard. Then shots
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whole
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in operation.
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Another act uf tin elev'nuits had chain the bear, but the names pressed
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body
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i" iunr pure in tin siegt ot uiitiem so close that all the other
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the completeness of the
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the electrical wires, R. Strlecher, and the physician in
the Im- - nately were on another faiH..
In
I&O.IHIO feel
of underground conduit charge is Dr. T. B. Hart. This board
Mill lie usd. This includes the wires lias spared no pains In transactlne
are crawling all over the ground, have
for the fire alarm system, telephone the large amount of routine business
Danger From the Plague
PLAGUE
1 here s
'heir faces, feet nnd hands covered
exchanges and telegraph stations, necessary to the opening of the hos CATERP1LAR
crave danger from the
wiin sores.
plague of coughs and colds that art
vhleh will le under the supervision pital, and great credit Is reflected ud
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The on their untiring energy. In complet
of the electrical department.
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in this so prevalcui unless
you take Dr.
CAUSES SICKNESS j country, but In England known
Ve-ter- n
every boy and King's New Discovery for ConsumpElectrical company's fire ing tne building and furnlshlg it. A
Rirl knows if the hairy catepillar tion, Coughs and folds.
general Invitation Is extended by the
it at in system is now being installed
Mrs. Geo.
leaves a loose hair in his or her hand, Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes:
Mr. Dixon has been in charge o uoarci or ainectorB to every interested
Illuminations at several of person to attend the opening exercises AMONG THE CHILDREN OF THE r on any part of the body, an ulcer is 'It s a Godsend to people living in
lik.ly o form, and the child be in for climates where coughs and colds pre-- a
and to visit the hospital and inspect
the world's greatest expositions.
LOWER RIO GRANDE
spell of "caterpillar rash."
At liuffalo, he wad assistant to Mr it. The miners hospital, as la doubt
So In vail. I find it quickly ends them. It
VALLEY.
Kiiglaiul the hairy caterpillar
J.utlier Stringer, consulting illuminat less well known, belongs to the whole
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The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
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pleasantly situated,
easy to reacp.
relieves pai::.
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builds up the 8y8tem.
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Springs

cures diabetes,
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cures dropsy.
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Santa Ft Ajjent for round
good for thirty days.

trip rates,

000KS0000
The Message
Ft om Home

j

.

Se

I New Mexico

,
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ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

tiirie

a responsive chord at this season than at any
Is more apt
other. That's pIPhably because you've had a prosperous season and
your thoughts are ,tn yur folks and former friends "back east" or
"up north," and there;8 a "earning to visit them and again st-- the
old familiar places. jf'"ou've an attack of "homesickness"
tia not
a Berlous malady, but Itd,et,t to be humored) write me at once for
run
to
October 23
particulars of our Home ViJ.,ors Excursions
be
tf&rwia-2v.3j- us
and November 13 and 27.
(Joe sod one-thirUre for round
trip. Minimum $10 00.
(la sale tkt. li and Nor. IJ snd
2T.
Thirty
limit.

dis

E. PURDY, Agent,
The Atch8?n Topeka & Santa F Ry.
Aifcjquerqu, N. M.
.
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NEW OFFICERS
STOP! LISTEN!!
UF

YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE

$29.00
$26.00

ON TIME

CASH

D. EMMONS
J. The
Furniture Man

S irr,vyn

CBI AN

REALTY

t,

'A

'

J.

j

Vehicles

1

No More
Cold Rooms
enn

...AND...

Harnes s

If you only knew how tmich comfort

at Reduced

le derived from
PERFECTION
Heater bow simple and economical
its operation, yon would not be withont
it another day.
You can quickly maze warm and coiy
ny cold room or hallway no matter in
what part of the house.' You can heat
water, and do many other things with the

Oil

Elected in Convention Held
in Santa Fe Tuesday.
Rev. Havens Present.

"What C. E. Stands For" was the
subject of an Interesting and instruc
tive address delivered by William
ShJw, Hie international treasurer of
& Simonds addition; $1,400.
tlu' United Societies of Christian Eti- Oct. 27. Lloyd Hutisackcr to Stephen K. Rochl, lot 7, block I. High- deavor, at the closing oitclsesj Tuesday evening of the Xew Mexico Chrisland addition, south; $48.".
Oct. 29 Julia E. Lee to .lobn H. tian Endeavor I'nion, 'held in Santa
Craft, et al., lota I). O and 131. block Fe. The First Presbyterian church,
In which the sessions were held, was
12. P. Armljo Bros, addition: 11.
Oct. 30 Elizabeth Harry to the crowded during the nlgut meeting,
Capital
the
residents of
Porterfleld company, lot 11, block 2, many
City not delegates being In attendLewis & Simonds addition; $1.
Oct. 30. Frank Kossi to the Por- ance to listen to the discourse of
terfleld company, lot 5. block 3, Lew- the distinguished visitor. Mr. Shaw
in announcing his theme, pointed to
is & Simonds addition; $1.
Oct. 30. Edna I). Worth, et vir., to an emblematic button, which was pinFranklin J. Patchln. et nx.. lot 9. ned to his cont lapel. He divided his
24,
Huning Highland addi- address Into four parts, the first was
block
"Citizenship
Enobled;" the second,
tion; $1.
Oct. 30. M. A. Skees and wife to "CharaeUr Emphasized;" 'the third,
Activity In Unimproved Sub- Anna
and fourth,
M. Ward, lots 43 and 44, Moore "Christianity Extended,"
"Christ Exalted." That In brief he
Realty company addition No. 1; $1.
Promises
Property
urban
Oct. 31. John M. Moore Realty said was what the Initials of the mix
company to Manuel Castillo y Baca, iliary religious society stands for.
to Open New Additions.
The speaker dwelt at) length on all
lots 5 and 6, block 1, Moore Realty
four of' these subdivisions.
He
company's addition No. 2; $3"0.
has an Inexhaustible vocabulary and
Despite the fact that politics seems
Is an eloquent talker, two essentials
together with a striking personality
to be the paramount question of the DISASTROUS
FIRE
wnlch comliliied to evoke rapt atteu
day, October proved to be a very
tion on the parti, of his auditors. Being
good month for the veal estate men.
of the three world officers of the
Al RATON one
The records show two sales a day for
society he is familiar with the work
an
that It is accomplishing throughout
the raenth In city property and
civilized globe and ho quoted statactivity
In unimproved
increased
THAT the
PARTICULARS OF BLAZE
istics to show the rapid advancement
suburban proierty. The majority of
DESTROYED A DRUG STORE.
that the organization had made since
these sahs have been made In propits inception a quarter of a century
erty north of the city, and within
ago. tio said mat tne total member
The most disastrous fire which has
easy walking distance of the Trac"I"
TnH Vt,.""
tion company's lumber mill exten- visited Katun for the past year, occur- sion, which would Indicate the open- red last evening shortly after a
sixty
organlzathousand
individual
when the drug store of wood-- ! tions. Christian Endeavor,
ing of Rome new additions.
Many of the Instalment contracts ward & Nutting was seriously dam- is being published in sixty literature
differtnt
made by the Broadway Land & In- aged by a fire which originated in a languages.
vestment company have been con- store room in the rear, and which for
Rev. W. W. Havens of Albuquer
summated during the month and a time threatened to sweep the entire que, was also a speaker at the evening
these have added materially to the building, says the Raton Range.
session, his subject
being "The
transfers of city property. Demand
Edgar Popjoy, aged 15, who Is an unurcn
rsus tne ssatoon." it was
for desirable building lotH is still employe of the store, was In the store- - in the nature of a temperance lecture
strong, but sales are retarded consid- room drawing alcohol when on ex- in which the evils of the liquor
traffic
erably by high prices.
plosion occurred, setting fire to bis were vividly portrayed. He urged the
The Month's Record.
clothing and burning him slightly.
young people especially to be total abOct. 1. A. L. Martin to .lobn 11.
The boy ran through into the main stainers and pointed out the necessity
Pullman, lots 3 And 4, block
Kat- - store and gave the alarm, but in a of following the teachings
of Jesus
addition; $2m.
moment the entire rear of tho store Christ.
,
Oct. 1. Broadway Land & Invest- was enveloped in flames and It was at
After the devotional
and
ment company to Thos. IJvingston, a groat risk that Mr. Nutting, Mr. the formal part of the exercises
program had
lot 4, block 2S. Eastern addition; Parker, the prescription clerk, and been concluded an informal reception
n5.
willing bystanders succeeded in get- was inaugurated and the audience
Oct. 1. Laura M. Krawinkel, et al., ting the books and prescription rec- spent a pleasant social hour together.
to L. R. Thompson, lots Li, Hi. 17, 1!) ords out. The cash register and a The church auditorium was decorated
and 20, block 24, mining's Highland show case or so from the front of the for the occasion with American and
addition, and other property, $1.
store were also gotten out before the Christian Endeavor Hags. At morning
Oct. 1. John Smeddiek and wife Hames and sniok? drove them from afternoon and evening
sessions the ex-- I
to John C. lye Masters, lots U anil 1, the building.
erclses were "Interspersed with music,
block N, original townslte; $1.
The store room at the rear of the which consisted of congregational
.,,,,
Oct. 1. Hannah Harris, et. al.. to miiicung, togetner witn tne contents Ki,...,r ,lf
Neill B. Field, lots 21 and 22, original is an entire loss and the entire stock
Tll0
eeot(m
officers
of
and appoint- townslte; 1 1.
01 tne m ug siore is uau.y oHimiseu uy ; nipnt of chairmen
of the various
Oct. 2. Adela P. de Sanchez and Miioh..-- , water snn nreuiuign. ine
standing committees for the ensuing
. ot
husbaad to John A. Thirion and witV,
i
t wo years took place in the afternoon
d
and
the north forty-seveUV
Mljomn,
uiuiuitru
and resulted as follows
feet if lots 147, 148, 14! and la",
An alarm was turned in and the
Executive officers: President. H. S.
block 12. P. Armljo & Bros, addi fire department from the Santa Fe I.ithgow, Albuquerque;
first vice prestion; Jl.
shops was soon at the scene of the ident, J. T. Stripling, East
Las Vegas;
Oct. 2. Fannie 11. Francis to Anfire and a line of hose doing service. second vice president, C. J. Richardsdres A. Romero. Jr., lot 2, block D, The city hose carts were also brought son, Roswell; secretary treasurer,
Park addition; ?Llio.
out. and alter some little time were Miss Kate Vaughn, Albuquerque; corOct. 2. F. H. Kent and wife to gotten into use. The big line of new responding
secretary, Miss Mata E.
(1
Alice A. Maynard, lots
and 7, block hose was taken out and connected up Tway, Albuquerque;
Spanlsh-Amerl- 28, map of town
of Albuquerque; without a hydrant wrench and a good can secretary,
Rev. Cabino Rendon,
$106.
deal of time was lost before one could Santa Fe; field secretary, J, E. Wood,
Oct. 3. Broadway Land & Invest- ie sccureu to turn on iiit waier.
Fe; chairman of press commit
ment company to H. S. Knight, lot 9, more willing workers ever turned out banta
block 25, East addition; $1.
o a nre tnau ine i m wno were nanu- - chairman of junior ami intermediate
Oct. 3. Broadway land & Invest- ling the hose in this case .. hut there (,(,llini,te,, Mlsg 1)ow(.na. Motti La8
ment company to A. l)e Tulio. lots 1
as no orsninzauoii, una iiiuo
Cruceg; chairman of Christian cilizeu
and 2, block 32, Eastern addition; ledgo of fire fighting and wnat Rhou u ,
an(, lem)el..ince c0ninllttee, Rev.
$155.
have been only a small blaze If Intel-- J w w HavenB, Albuquerque; chalr- Oct. 3. J. E. Haines and wile to ngen iy l au.iieu p.o.eu 10
..mm- ;n)an ()f Su,)ath obst i vance and Sab
the Mesa Park Improvement com- ail r.Meiihive.
).. u..iwvil ,llniiltBe Vll. Korlha
pany, the northeast quarter of secAnderson. East La Veeas: chairman
tion 15, T. 10 N., R. 3 E., N. M.; JL
$100 Reward, $100.
of evangelistic committee. Rev. C. E.
Oct. 4. F. E. Goldsmith and wife
pleaspaper
I. likens, Roswell; chairman of look-- j
will he
of thin
to Charles Kaufman, east 71 feet of Th.'lo
thHt there is at least one
committee, Rev. Jolin R. Gass, Al- lots 1 and 2, block 31. Huuing's High- iir.ml.-i- l ilistase that BClence has been out
ouquerque.
in
stageft,
cure
Its
to
and
all
that
al.le
l.
land addition;
i
Members advisory lioard. Baptist
Hall's t'atarrh Cure la the
Oct. 4. Mrs. Isa Wright and hus- ..illy itarrh.
positive cure now known to the
Rev. W. H. Rishel, Velardej
band to Charles Kaufman, lot f. block meiliral fraternity, t'atarrh being a con- - church.
Christian church; Rev. W. S. Bui
conHlllu-timisiuuilonai disease, reuireH
1), Park addition:
$1.
treatment. Jlall a Catarrh Cure Is lard. East Eas Vegas; Congregational
Oct. 6. J. A. Henry to W. E. Case tukr'i internally,
actlns directly upon the
Rev.
J. W. Barron, Albuand wife, 21.32 acres of land north t.lotHl and mucoun nurtures of the va- - church.
thereby
dt'stroyinx
the foundation querque; MethodiRf church. Rev. Al
t.'tn.
of Old Albuquerque;1 $2,1100.
the disease, anil eivlnic the patient bert Thomas Pendleton; Presbyterian
Oct. 8. Fred J. Otero to C. B. of
strength by buil.ling up the conatilutlon church. Rev. Samuel Magill, Raton.
Spooner, lots 21, 22.. 23 and 24, block
Albuquerque will probably be the
I he proprietors have so much faith In Its
42, Perea udditiou; $500.
they offer One meeting place at the next bienual
powers
Oct. 10. Thos. J. Berry to W. H. curative bollara that
for any rase that It- j yentlon In 1908, as most of the new
(lillenwater, piece of land northwest fails to cure. Send for list or testl- executive officers
in that city
Aildress:
of government Indian school, contain- moMiaiH.
K. J. CliKNKY & '0., Toledo, Ohio.
(and the selecting of the nexet place for
ing 25 acres; $1.
,
Sold l.v 1 iruRtrlsts, T5c.
convention was left to the execu- Oct. 10 W. A. Wiiliam. et al., to
Take Hall's Family 1'ills for coiiMtlpn (the
Itive
committee.
Hon.
irs. V. V. Merrifleld. lot lo, block 40,
'.1H).
liuning's Highland addition;
Oct. 10. Fred J. Otero o Samuel
Zelner, lots 13 and 14, block ;:.", Perea
addition; 100.
Oci. 10. Richard Springe and wife
to Henry Huning, lots IS, 19. I'u and H
-- i.
block F, Atlantic & Pacific addiEl
tion: $1.
Oct. IK
W. a. StrickW, et al., to H
C
X. H. Stevens,
al.. luts 13, 14. li,
I C aV
10 and 17. block 42, original townsite;
Corner Coal ind Second
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ENDEAVOR

RANGE WITH
A FIVE HOLE
WARMING CLOSET,
OVEN, TWO GRATES, WATER
BACK OR RESERVOIR.

MONTH

Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRINQ 13 THE ONLY
TiME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company

Cornw First Strttt and TUeraa Avenue
04K)4K)K0K0(K0C0KD4K)K)

BOTH PHONES

Oil

Heater

Ow-O-

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

GOOD

Turn the wick as high or low iti vou can there's no dancer.
Carry heater from room to room. All parts easily cleaned. Gives
intense heat without smoke or smell because equipped with smokeless device.
Made in two finishes nictel and jnpsn. Brass oil fount Iwnuti- luiiy cmnossea. iioius 4 quarts ol oil and burns 9
hours. Every heater warranted. If you cannot get
heater or information from your dealer, write to
nearest agency for descriptive circular.
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MAUGER

W. E.

WOOL
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Mauger.

Office, 115 North

First St.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

O. BAMBINI.

MOTT'S

PENNYROYAL
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In Groceries, Provisions,

M,

ANN fc'SON.

DRAG01E

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
7.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
All Kinds of Fresh Moat,
MlkO;' IM
INSURANCE, REAL EU7ATB
too North Broadway, corner of TTt
NOTARY PUBLIC.
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N.
By Fred J. Hewitt.
,cated II on He mm bin Island, a Bpot Room 5. Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
1. How donfcnated by the Frost King and
Automatic Telephone. 174.
Nov.
Francisco,
San
you like to spend almost two Inhabitable by human race,
&
"I cannot say whether or not the
yeras in the frozen norfh trying to
FIRB INSURANCE, REAL B9TATB,
find something no living man hns ev- - magnetic pole is a shifting point or
LOANS.
l
over a wide area. Future
j
er located?
Automatic phone 451.
iW'U'i'miru.
alone
will'
accomplish
10,
"';vatiim
N. T. Armljo BuUdla
Room
How would you like to
nUIIlCinillK dial IMF llltli'ltllldl HI
where SeAmundson succeeded
whole wide world ever did?
bastian Cabot and Sir John FYanklln
Roald Amundson has done these
failed. Hundreds of lives have been
two self same things.
sacrificed and thousands of dollars
He has located tne magnetic pole. spent In vain in endeavors to accomGeneral Repair Shop.
t$r.
He has guided a s'aunch little ves- plish the trip in which Amundsou has
packed) and crated; gaae
Furniture
sel through the nortiwest passage.
been so signally successful.
line and gas stoves repaired.
Amundson,
Captain
aboard the
Sir James Clark Ross located the
cood ship (Jjoa, out some two years north magnetic pole on June 1, 1831.
Next to Walton's drug store, Boatr
from Norway, has conpleted his voy- - but
rediscovery
Aiiiiitiilsou's
with
Third street.
age.
He is now hue receiving tho more exhausting
observations and
plnudiig of his countrymen and being with scientific accuracy not possible
The New York Saloon
heaped with congra illations by the in the days of Ross is sine to be of
scientific world
lasting benefit.
Rooming House
BBMMaitaaaavaTaTaHaBasjHHataatiii
And he is a niodit man, this fel315
South Second Street.
tilings."
w
ho has "done
low
An Awful Cough Cureo.
WINE8, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
He comes into this crowded comTwo years ago our little girl had
WARNING.
TAKE
munity unannounced, a week ahead a touch of pneumonia, which left her for when the leaves begin to fall it One Block From Depot and Two
Blocks From Postofflce.
of his scheduled time, as' if In an en-- ': with an awful cough. She bad spells is a sure sign that winter is on the
,i
i... ..nri..i..
P. ZITO, Proprietor.
ii.w
ue
"
uuiu'.t.j
tmi ij hiinna II linn
way,
couuhlng
you
high
one
the
have
just
of
time
with
like
for
to
and
an
miintniii'n
tz i ra iiii nn
o n iivi. n m
iuuii,
thought
over
cough
whooping
and
looked
that
old
and some
furnace
He do's not look upon what he she would not get well at all. We repaired.
Perhaps you need a new
has accomplished as anything wonder- g(H a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough one. In either case you will get the
ful merely a duty Imposed upon him
FIRB
which acted like a charm. most satisfactory results by giving
by science and performed for the Itennly,
INSURANCE.
the order to the Standard Plumbing &
got
coughing
stout
stopped
She
and
Building Kor
Secretary
Mutual
humanity.
benefit of
fat," writes Mrs. Ora Bnssard, Heating company, who make a spe tion. Office at 117 West Kalir.
The deviation of the compass has and
cialty
employ
work,
of
furnace
III.
and
This remedy Is for
avenue.
caused the scientific world to search Urubaker,
'
only skilled workmen.
long and carefully for the location of sale by all druggists.
want results ra aave"iiig
the magnetic pole.
Standard Plumbing & Heating Go tryIf anyot:Evening
A Citizen Waat ad does the work, j
Citizen want rd.
Amundson lmlieves that he lias lo- -
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Oct 17. Henry Huning and wife
to Mrs Emmy Dieckinann. lots 9. 10,
II and 12. block G, Atlantic & Pacific addition; ?1.
Oct. 17. Mrs. Emmy
Dieckniuuu
and husband to .Mrs. A. E. Wilson,
11
12,
9,
G,
block
lo,
and
Atlantic
lots
Pacific addition ; $1.
Oct. 17. Angela (iianiui to Manuel
S. Pino, lot 9. block H, H'ghland addi-

tion, south

;

$1.

18. Surely Investment company to .Mrs. Lelia Edwards, lot 12,
block 28, Perea addition; $235.
Oct. 22
C.
Andrew
Postal and
wife, to M. R. Summers, a part of lot
I. block 8. Lewis & Simonds addition; $1.
comOct. 22. Albuquerque Land
pany to .luan A. Garcia, lots 7, 8 ami
9, block 54. original townslte; fl.
Oct. 23. .1. A. Henry to J. S. Tucker, lots pi, 11 and 12, block 52. original townslte; $1.
Oct. 21. Ckna Alexander and hus-

Oct.

band to Mariano Vigil, piece of land
north of Albuquerque; $330.
Oct. 25. Margaret Scott and husband to Minnie R. Dabuey, east 50
feet of lot .4 5 and '. block 22, Hulling
Highland adilition; $t.
Abbv I'. Iluike ami husOct. 2ti
band to E. 11. Dunbar, a part of lo's
52, 53, 54. 55. 5ii and 57. block 3, P.
Armijo Bros, addition; fl.5ou.
2t;
E. H. Dunbar and wife to
Abby I'. Burke, lots 1 and 2 block Y,
original lownsite; $1 imhi.
Oct. 27. John A. Ghnsou and wife
to J. B. t'u'ttr, lot 4. block 5, Lewis

tt.
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111
MILKS SOUTH OF Al.Hl'QUBK-QfK- ,
N. M., AT TUB JUNCTION OK TUB MAIN
LEADING
LINK OK THE SANTA FB SYSTEM
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
riTY, GALVESTON AND POINTS BAST TO SAN
FRWCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,0o0 BUSINESS AND' RESIDENCE LOTS, 25
40 KEKT, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND

PEL EN IS

1

STREETS. WITH AIJJYS CO FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL 1JVKE AND PUBLIC PARK
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING I1C.0O0; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
COMMERCIAL
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BBI.EN PATENT ROU.ER
MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL. FIJUR WHEAT. WINE. P.EANS AND HAY
ITS IMPORTANCE.
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT HE ESTIMATED.
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Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines. Llqnot
and Cigars. Place your orders tern
this line with us
NORTH THIRD 8TRXSX
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OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI. PROPRIETOR.
All Kind of Freeh and 8ait Meata
Steam Sausage Factory.
My merchant tailoring shop lg up'
EMIL KLEINWORT.
stairs over No. "JOS West Railroad ave- Masonic Building, North Third StrM
nue, where I solicit the. patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed
as I have had fifteen yearB' ex-

perience In the business. Suits made
f l order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I U8e will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
ailso cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give tne ft trial.
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Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

'

OF THE NORTHWEST

v

LATEST

ALBUQUERQUE, MKW MEXICO
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THE

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc.,
Harness & Saddles,

Z

its b r 1' b i
and steady light, simple con
struction and absolutesafetv.
Kquipped with latest improved bnrncr. Made of
lrass throughout mid nickel plated. An ornament to
ny room whether library, dining-rooparlor or
Every lamp warranted. Write lo nearest
agency if not at your dealer's.
CONTINENTAL O'L COMPANY

DISCOVERER

n
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TO BELEN, N. M.

COME

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Bclcn Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Pies.

WM. M. BERGER,

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVEI
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
WARRANTY
ONE-THIR-

D

S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH S PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

Kaeoaes

KKeoCeoe0cKeaK
A Railway Center

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IK
YOU WISH TO SECURE TUB CHOICEST LOTS.
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(
Dr. W. H. IlHilrlllT of Helen In
IuirIiipk In the city.
There will be n regular meeting t
the Mnxonlc Lodge, tonight at 7:30
91 th' lodge looms
The ladles of Temple Albert will
give a Lenefll Imll t Coloinlio hall tonight to which the pubic I invited.
A l all will be given tonight nt
Imll by the Indies of Temple
well patronized.
Albert. U should
Mr. nnd Mrs. Hugh Trotter are the
happy parents of a ten pound boy,
whlcn was born to tlient on Tuesday
Co-lon-

With either plain or cap toes. In lacp or congress. We have them In
a variety of lasts to fit every foot properly. The soles are 'cut
from polld. Veil wearing leather, cither light, medium or heavy
weight. The uppers nre box calf, oil grain, kangaroo calf or colt-skiHeavy twill is used for the lining. This makes the inside of
the shoe smooth and comfortable. All seams are stitched with extra strong thread iinrt If they should rip we will sow them up free
of charge.

!

'

n.

night.
Will Menls. traveling agent for the
Pacific Mutinil Life Insurance company, arrived this morning from the
west.
There will be a regular meeting of
Albuquerque Council, Knights of
at St. Mnij.fi hall tonight- ;t
OIL GRAIN SHOES
$1 85 $2 00
8 o'clock.
L. H. Thompson of l.os Angeles anil
BOX CALF SHOES
2 00 2 T0
formerly of Albuquerque, arrived herip
KANGAROO CALF SHOES
from California yesterday, to look af-- ,
2 25 2 75
ter hU large real estate interests.
COLT SKIN SHOES
2 50 3 00
Mrs. C. H. Conner of 215 North
Twelfth street, will entertain the I.a-- j
HIGH TOP RUSSIA CALF, BLACK OR TAN...J3
dies' Aid society of the Congregational
church ihla afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Harold Hurd, a prominent- business
man of Roswell and the deputy coal
Inspector, spfnt yesterday In Al506 oil
buquerque leaving for the Pecos last
night.
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
Pat Crowe, of the firm of Crowe &
McCoy, owners of saloons at Williams. Ariz., and Ketnor. N. M., is
purchased at F. V. Trotter's transacting business in the city. Mr.
When
grocery store, are sure to bring the Crowe was formerly located at Helen.
right flavor to all dishes into which
Regular services at Temple Albert
they enter. This Is because we A- Friday evening at 7:45. Dr. .lacob H.
Kaplan will speak on "The Pillars of
lways procure toe best manufactured,
State Rest l'iin the Shoulders of the
we And out first what brands are re- Righteous." The publ'c is cordially
liable and personally guarantee them. Invited.
Mrs. C. E. Starr, who visited Mrs.
D. 15. K. Sellers at Canyon City. Colo.,
the past month, returned to the city
last night. Mrs. Starr also visited
friends at Pueblo while In Colorado.
Mrs. C. Lipplncott, wife of the head
aos. 118 and 120 South Second street. of the I.lpplncott Magazine company.
is at the Alvarado, accompan'o I by
her maid. Mr. Llpplncott Is stopping
temporarily in the vicinity of Silver
T. Y. MAYNARD
City, seeking relief from tuberculosis.
W. K. Bowon left Albuquerque
tcrday to take charge of the business
The Greatest Fair Has Passed Into History
of the Equilalile Life Insurance coni-- !
pany at Portland, Oregon. For the
. We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
i a st two years he ha
hail rhargp of
bargains,
dispose
make
in
to
of
to
which
wish
order
we
choice
southwestern agency of the comthe
room
of
STERLING
stock
for
JEWELRY,
finest
WATCHES,
.
the
pany
with headquarters here.
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC, ever offered to the good people
J of Albuquerque.
Invitations are out announcing the
marriage of Seymour J. Lewlnson of
this city to Miss Lillian, daughter of
Hickox-Maynar- d
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Furth of St. Lou-- I
I. The marriage will take place 14.In
- New
Mexico's Leading Jewelers
St. Iouis Wednesday, November
The couple will be "at home" in 'AI-- I
Bund In Your Watchaa for Itapalra
buquerque after December 1.
80UTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
Col. George W. Prichard and Dr.
George W. Harrison with an interpreter started last night for the eastern
portion of the territory where they
will address the voters of Santa Rosa
Col. Prichard will
and Tucumcarl.
GO.
Journey via the Santa Fe Central and
Dr. Harrison will reach the battle
ground by way of El Paso.
Fourth and Railroad A venae
Miss M. R. Harrison, who has been
at Fort Bayard attending the funeral
of her husband, returned to her residence on North First street
Mr. Harrison died nt the Vnited
States sanitarium of tuberculosis a
i
lew days ago and was burled there
on Monday at 2 o'clock. Ha was a
The Wilson Hot
Heater is so constructCivil war veteran and besides hU wife
ed
it burns into actual heat every ounce of
leaves seven children.
coal and every bit of gas. There is no waste.
The little daughter of Dr. Burton.
212 South High street, had a narrow-escapNot only does it cut fuel bills in half,
from serious injury yesterday
but it gfves- - greater heating power
morning, when she fell from a board
crossing a deep arroyo six feet to the
than any other beater known.
ground. Though the child struck on
Start a fire in a
Its head and lay motionless for an Instant as though dead, Its hurts proved
to be but a few bruises and a bad
scare.
J. Korber. IJd. Quiekel and Frank
Ralph returned last night from a ten
days' juunt over eastern New MexHOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT
ico and Texas. They were surprised
and very much pleased with the
Pecos valley. At Dallas, Texas, they
saw Joseph Burnett of Albuquerque.
Mr. Barnett has his horses at the
and will be roaring in five minutes.
Dall-ifair, and is also making a book
on the races there.
The perfect damper system enables
P. W. Zimmerman, the well known
you to keep fire for 3G hours.
claim agent, leaves within a few days
to take up the duties of claim agent
for the Santa Fe In Colorado. It. J.
I.ayddane, recently of Ios Angeles,
GO.
will succeed Mr. Zimmerman as claim
agent for the Sauta Fe in New Mexico. In announcing his Intended, departure yesterday Mr. Zimmerman
said, though the change was a slight
promotion for him. he was 'Borry
to leave New Mexico and Albuquerque
and the tunny south. His associations
THE
here had been nu.pleasant and he
had enjoyed his several years resl-- .
ilenee here very much.
D. M. Riordan, nil official of the Her- niosa Copper company, operating ifl
RAILROAD AVE.
lirant county, fifteen miles from Silver City, and other large mining- com
D'.aiK.a la. Watches, .lewelrv, Cut Glass, Clix-kpanies operating in Calfornia, ia regSilverware. We lavlts
istered at the Alvarado. Mr. Riordan
tour wad aod tuarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
arrived this morning from Grant
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Where We Stand
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tran-ari1nf-

Men's Work Shoes

county. The llermosn company l
may think jou can get
,(hni.im)ii or more develop"Pending
alonn very well withproperties.
couuty
The
ing It Grant
out
nlann hut If
you
will consider a moment you will
nevelonmeit work has reached
tak-being
I"
out
renii,. that with a thoroughly good
point where ere
to
warrant piano !n your home there In musical
In qiianilii'
Milhelent
Is
a
of
eiijojnient for you without end.
brother
flipping M'-- Kiordan
A Rood piano will make your home
Timothy aid M"fi Kiordan, the lumwho
Flagstaff,
Ariz.,
f
twice as attractive, provide unlimited
ber niHgna:es
pleasure for yon and your friends, beare well kmn here.
Thos Tucker, the inspector for the sides furnishing n safe Investment
has ltttlo depreciation lecnuse of
territorial rattle sanitary board for that
the high reputation each make we sell
the Routh.rn district, came In Me enjoys.
yesterday afternoon from Socorro on
Isn't It a mistake to put off owncars.
a cattle train of twenty-eigThe cattle were from the ranges ir ing a piano Isany longer, esKclally
tin reason under the
'a"1" company whenforthere
the Vlctork) Land
sun
the delay?
and were eiit west to pas' are nt
you
Why
should
delay?
Waco, Call:., this morning. Mr. TuckNot because of terms, because we
er will reMrn to Socorro this evenyou
again
have told
and again that
ing.
payments my be arranged to meet
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Ward of Wins-lo- your wishes. Not because
of any
are In the city. Mr. Ward Is a doubt ab6ut the quality of the
piano
well knowt resident of Wlnslow, and you may select, for that Is guaranteed
Is here on business.
us.
by
There w'll be a regular niei tins' ft 1 If there Is any other reason we
Albuquerqiv council, K. of 0 nt St. don't know of it, and if you will come
Mary's hal: at S o'clock this evening. In and tell us what It is we believe
George Jtrnot. who was at I.as Ve- we will be able to clear the difficulty
gas on Business, has returned to the away.
When you next go shopping why
city,
B. J. CaJy. who was at Ihs Vegas hot call hero and select the piano that
you?
oil business, lias returned to the el'y. suits
Awaiting your call we are
'
Very respect fill v,
PEOPLE
J I.KARNARI) & I.INDRMANN,
YOUNG
206 West Gold Avenue.
v'ew Mexico's Largest Piano Buyers.

1.

ON THE

Quality Question

ht

Coal and Coke
per

load

In All Size.
Black, 280

Phones

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

It Will Pay You to Trade With
NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ccppar Ave.
HEATING

STEEL RANGES

COOKING

AND

5c,

STOVES

With Reservoir and
Warming Oven

SI 8.00 and up

URGE

A

15c

ARTICLES
IN

ASSORTMENT

I0c&

ABUNDANCE

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
aj

(7

THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES

A

"A SINGLE FACT IS WORTH A
SHIPLOAD OF ARGUMENT" AND A
SINGLE
SEALSHIPT OYSTER IS
WORTH A PAGE OF ADVERTISEMENTS,
TRY ONE THEN YOU'L
TRY A PINT AND NEVER TRY
ANY OTHER KIND.
TODAY WE
HAVE
BLUE
POINTS, DIRECT

.

$15 to $35
$12 to $35

Auto. 416

TOO, LATE

Don't fail to attend the ball to be
given tonight at Colombo hall by
ladles of Temple Albert.

.

I

With a pair of our Overgaiters you
can wear low shoes all winter without
any risk of Catching cold. They are
made of flae black cloth and cost in
7 button length for women 35 and 51)
cents; 10 button length for women
50 cents; 10 button length for men .j
cents. C. May's shoe store, 3H West
Railroad avenue.
;rlCATION.
FOR CL;
WANTED
housekeeper for five
young men. No washing. Address
J. A. B., this office. The Traction company is expectiug
an unusually large crowd at tho Casino Thursday evening to see "Snob-son- "
In his "Stag Pnity." Admission
is 23 cents. '

$6.50
8.50
9.50
8.00
$2.25
2.75
3.00

Factory Blocks, per load
Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling

The .Misses Strain, of South Fourth
street, entertained thirty young people at a Hallowe'en party last night.
played and some of the
Gators wi-rseason's Jokes were played. An elaborate spread was indulged In at 12
were
o'clock, for which appetites
whetted by a frolic about the southern
rart of the city to see what the bad
I;o.vh were doing.
An enjoyable Hallowe'en party was
given last evening at the resilience of
Miss Jessie Clarke, Miss Clarke, Ma- til van Eaton and Bertha Warden
were the hosts. The house was decorated tastefully In yellow and green
and the quests wore fancy costumes.
The amusements indulged in were the
customary ga.ieg of Hallowe'en and
the refreshments included those dainties long since deemed essi nihil as
Saints' day .adjuncts. The guests Included Misses Maud Strickland. May
Passmore, Bessie Brown, Irene Johnson, Mabel Van Eaton, Marion una
Belle Franklin,
Bertha and Anna
Wardwell and May Allen; Mrs. hummer and Messrs. Fred Schurnvan, W.
S. Garvin, William Sehult, John Ward-well- .
Henry Clarke, Marion Rice, Geo.
Clifford, E. G. Conroy, Jack Franklin,
Tom Passmore and B. H- - Crawford.

H. S. & M. Suits . .
H. S. & M. Overcoats

Whol0Ml0 ana Hatall

Dry Mill Wood,

nowaduys

we have contributed

e,

W. H. HAHN &CO.
Best American Block . . . .'.
Hard Nut Coal
Larger Sizes
Domestic Gas Coke
Green Mill Wood, per load

heaid

about tiotl
our share toward the
discussion, and perhaps a little more.
There are so many reputable lines of clothing nowadays thnt there Is no excuse for any man getting the
worst of it, providing he uses common-Bcnsand does
not try to get something for nothing.
Yet a man Isn't to be blamed for having flatiron-fahe- d
clothes foisted on him at least, for the first time.
If It happens the second time, it's his own fault, because
we have told how such a large percentage of clothes are
given "eelling tdiape" with the' flatlron. instead of
needlework because the latter Is cheaper.
If you want assurance that your clothes are going
to give you constant gratification, and hold their shape
and retain their original style, then we invite you to try
one of our 1L, S. & M. Suits or Overcoats.

OBSEMHAUOIVE'EN

The brilliant moonlight and the
clemency of the weather had much to
do with 'helping In the celebration of
Hallowe'en last night. No part of
the mischievous
the city escaped
youth ami the equally playful miss.
The crash of falling ouMiouses and
the noise of suppressed laughter was
heard in every neighborhood and the
absence of gates in their accustomed
places anil the presence of buggies
and other things portable in unaccustomed places tnis morning told the
tale of many pranks played. Parties
and other social gatherings ati which
games were played and good things
were devasttd were other modes
adopter! fur observing the occasion.
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Home Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,
Round

Oak,

National

and

Peninsular

ft
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00
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Healing Stoves.

COAL

00

HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE. BUYING

WHITNEY COMPANY, g
The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest
PLUMBERS AND
TINNERS

DOC - WAM - jAO

FROM GREAT SOUTH BAY, LONG
ISLAND; COCKTAIL OYSTERS, DIRECT FROM
VIRGINIA; COUNTS
DIRECT FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY.

MovtH rirt mtraat
4ei, 403. Hortn
rfrat Utraat

113, 118, 117.

Wlacsester Arms sad Ammunition.
Hercules Powder ssd High Expletives.

Agents:

Albuquerque, New Mexico

SOLE AGENTS
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The laughable 7arce "Snobson's
Stag Party" will be presented at the
Casino Thursday evening. Admission
23 cents.
FOR RENT O RS ALE ROOMING
HOUSE, FURNISHED
COMPLETE.
A BARGAIN CALL 21 WEST GOLD.
.

HONEY

--

1

V

DANCE1 DANCE!
DANCE!
AT COLOMBQ HALL EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT.
ADMISSION
50c
LADiES FREE.
o
APPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
COREI TREES FOR 8ALE. N. W.
ALGER, 124 80UTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.

Stetson Shoes
We are agents for this celebrated Uoe for men ir.
this city.
The nood dresser appreciates the style, wuikman-shi- p
and wearing qualities of this well known shoe
$5. 50 and $6.00.
Try a 1'air.
Walkover Shoes $J. 50 and $4.00
rinjree Shoes $4.00 and $5.00,
K. L. W..iHKUKN

o
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co
YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH E.
MAHARAN, 616 WEST RAILROAD.
CLOTHE
YOUR FAMILY
FOR 91

PER WEEK.
The Woman's Exchange la the only
place In the city, where you can always buy home-cookgoods. Try our
pies baked on paprug pie plates. Woman's Exchange, 401 West Railroad
avenue.
ed
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SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
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HALL

Admission

50c
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TMK
DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free
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BLUE POINTS

.;.i.V(l
"j'fi-:-

.

the aristocracy among ovsters
, ''VSiuri
FORM
equal them in delicacy
"Zll
L5
of flavor or in the purity of their
w' MICH. p
white meat. They demand higher prices,
as they are considered by epicures to be
the choicest oysters obtainable. The only Blue Point beds in the
United States are located in the Great South Bay, on the south shore
of Long Island. This bay is fed by the waters of the Atlantic and by
numerous streams of cold, sparkling spring water. There are no cities
or factories along this shore, so that the water is entirely pure and free
from contamination.
u,!!Hit--

Ten pounds of the best extracted
honey,
l. Sixty-pouncan for b.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, Box 202

City.
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There will be a benefit ball at Colombo ball tonight, at which the ladies of Temple Albert wilt be host-

l2

NORTHPORT SELECTS
resemble tho Blue Point In their delicacy of flavor ami plump, white uieai;'
Tht M.' oysters
liut are liiuch larger, and come from the north shore of Long Island Instead of the south sliore, the
home of the blue I'olnt.
North port Selects are used by all the best hotels and restaurants where a large oyster Is centred and are considered to be without a peer in their own class. These oysters are of the National
Oyster Carrier Company" own raising.
,
We use the Sealshipt Carriers, so that we receive them at our store in as rerfect a condl ion
as when they leave the s'tiell.
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